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Abstract 
The k-adjacent derivations, which generate the k-adjacent languages, were introduced by 
Kleijn and Rozenberg as an intermediate rewriting process between context-free rewriting and 
EOL rewriting. In this paper, we study the generative power of the k-adjacent derivations, in 
continuation of the work of Gonczarowski and Shamir, and Dahlhaus and Gaifman. We show 
that these derivations generate languages which satisfy the following: 
l for all k 2 2, the family of the k-adjacent languages contains all EOL languages generated by 
expanding grammars (this is a generalization of the result of Dahlhaus and Gaifman where 
k = 2); 
l for all k > 3, the family of the k-adjacent languages contains all ETOL languages generated 
by expanding grammars; 
l for k > 2, (k + 1)-adjacency has the same generative power as k-adjacency if the productions 
right-hand sides are large enough; 
l there are k-adjacent languages, k 2 3, which are not ETOL. 
1. Introduction 
Let G be a context-free grammar over an alphabet Z, with the set of terminal letters 
d E C, and start symbol S. Let P E @\A) x C* be the set of the productions of G. 
Note that in EOL systems, terminal symbols may generally also be rewritten. But 
we can assume here, without loss of generality that it is not the case (it suffices to 
introduce for each terminal symbol a, a specific nonterminal X,, which will replace 
a in every step of derivation where a must be rewritten). 
A “step of derivation” in G is a transformation denoted by u ==-c,I v, where 
U = .41AZ... A,,EC+ for some n, I c {1,2,...,n}, and v is obtained from u by 
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replacing Ai, for all i in I, by some Wi such that Ai -+ wi E P. A step of derivation is 
called “initial” if u = S (and I = {I} ), “EOL” if I = { 1,2, . . . . n}, “k-adjacent” with 
k>2ifn>,kandI= {j+ l,j+2,..., j + k}, for some j, 0 < j 6 n - k. A derivation 
is a finite sequence of steps of derivation. It is an “EOL-derivation” if all the steps are 
EOL. It is a “k-adjacent-derivation” iff all the steps are k-adjacent, except possibly the 
first one when it is an initial step. In the “ETOL-derivation”, each step is similar to an 
EOL step, but the set of productions of the grammar is divided into a finite number of 
disjoint tables (let Gr denotes the grammar obtained by this modification), and all the 
productions applied in a step must belong to the same table. 
The EOL- (resp. the k-adjacent, resp. the ETOL-) language generated by G (or Grin 
the ETOL case) and denoted as LEOL(G) (resp. Lk_adj(G), resp. LETOr(G is the set of 
all words over the alphabet A, obtained from S by an EOL- (resp. a k-adjacent resp. an 
ETOL-) derivation. 
The notion of k-adjacent derivation has been introduced by Kleijn and Rozenberg 
[6]. The k-adjacent derivations seemed to be a restriction in comparison with 
EOL-derivations. But it has been proved by Dahlhaus and Gaifman [l] that for all 
“expanding” grammars G (G such that for all A + w in P, the length of w is at least 2), 
one can construct a context-free grammar G’, such that LEOL(G) = Lz_adj(G’), and 
there even exists a 2-adjacent language which is not EOL. The proof of this result 
reveals unexpected possibilities which are inherent in k-adjacent derivations. 
Dahlhaus and Gaifman conjecture that for k > 2, some k-adjacent languages are 
NP-complete; it is still an open problem. 
Let for all k > 2, 3’k_adj denote the family of all the k-adjacent languages. Dahlhaus 
and Gaifman also conjecture that the sequence of the families ~~_adj (k 3 2) forms 
a hierarchy. We have tried to prove this conjecture by a generalization, for all k 3 3, 
of the technic introduced in the special case of _YZ_aaj. We have obtained partial 
results for a particular class of grammars. Even if this class seems to be very 
restricted, the k-adjacent derivations using these particular grammars can generate, 
if k >, 2, languages which are not EOL, and if k >, 3, languages which are not ETOL. 
Leaning on a precise example, we also conjecture that the k-adjacent derivations 
using these particular grammars can generate, if k 3 3, a language which is not 
2-adjacent. 
We still do not know if, for all expanding rammars G, one can find a grammar G’ in 
the particular class mentioned above, which generates the same k-adjacent language. 
But this class of grammars provides us with interesting examples of k-adjacent 
languages of exponential growth function, which permit us to explore the possibilities 
which are inherent to the k-adjacent derivations, for any k 2 2 and the possibilities 
which seem to be inherent o the k-adjacent derivations for k > 3. This leads us to the 
conjecture that one has 
m!Yz_adj G mY3_adj = m!%?&adj = .” = cYk.,aj = “. 
The technic that we developed to study the sequence (~~.adj)k a 3 permits us to 
generalize the main result of Dahlhaus and Gaifman in [l]: we show that for all 
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expanding grammars G, one can construct a grammar G’ such that L&G) = 
L,,,j(G’). And the 2-adjacent language given in [l], which is known for not being 
EOL, is also a k-adjacent language for all k 2 3. 
We hope that such a technic will also help to determine the complexity in the 
recognition of the k-adjacent languages for k 2 3. For k = 2, Gonczarowski and 
Shamir [4] have given an algorithm for the recognition of the 2-ajacent languages, 
which runs in deterministic polynomial time. But the generalization of this algorithm, 
for k B 3, would run in exponential time (in fact, in nondeterministic polynomial time). 
In Section 1, we give the basic definitions concerning derivations and k-adjacency. 
Section 2 deals with the very important law of composition of k-graphs. In Section 3, 
we give examples of some families of trees having a k-adjacent generation, and which 
will be very useful in the proofs of the theorems of Section 4. In Section 4, we first 
compare the generative power of k-adjacent derivations with the generative power of 
EOL- and ETOL-derivations; then we compare the generative power of k-adjacency 
and (k + 1)-adjacency, for k 2 2. In Section 5, we give some closure properties of the 
families of all k-adjacent languages, for k 3 2. In Section 6, we expose some open 
problems concerning k-adjacent languages. 
In the rest of this paper, if we do not specify the value of k, k will denote any integer 
at least equal to 3. 
1. Definitions 
Let n be an integer, n 2 1, and G = (C,d,S,P) a context-free grammar such that 
for all A + w in P, if 1 w 1 denotes the length of the word w, one has 1 w 1 > n. Then if 
n = 1, G is called “nonerasing”; if n = 2, G is called “expanding”; if n > 2, we shall say 
that G is “n-expanding”. 
We are going to study the derivation trees associated with the k-adjacent deriva- 
tions in a nonerasing grammar G. In a first step, we shall study these trees inde- 
pendently of the labels of their nodes. Therefore, we shall deal with finite trees, in 
which the sons of each node will be ordered, and it induces a lexicographic ordering of 
the leaves. 
Let T1 be such a tree with n leaves. We shall say that a tree T, is obtained by an 
“expansion” of Tl , which will be denoted by Tl + I T,, with I s { 1,2, . . . , n), if T, is 
obtained from T, by taking on to the ith leaf, for all i in I, a nonempty set of sons (we 
shall say that we “expand” the ith leaf, for all i in I). 
Such an expansion is called “initial expansion” if Tl is reduced to one node and 
I = {l}; “EOL” if I = { 1,2, . . . . n>; “k-adjacent” if n 2 k and Z = (j + 1, j + 2, . . . . 
j + kj, for some j, 0 <j < n - k; “left oftype j” if n 2 j and I = {1,2, .. . . j}; “right of 
type j” if n > j and I = {n - j + 1, . . . , n - 1, n}. 
A “generation” of T’ from T is a sequence of consecutive xpansions which leads 
from T to T’ (we shall omit T if T is reduced to the root). It is an “EOL-generation” if 
all the expansions are EOL. It is a “k-adjacent generation” iff all the expansions are 
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k-adjacent, except possibly the first one, when it is an “initial expansion”. It is 
a “weak-k-adjacent generation” if the expansions which are not k-adjacent are either 
“initial”, or “left” of type j with j < k, or “right” of type j with j < k. 
Note: It is clear that if T’ is a subtree of T, a k-adjacent generation of T induces 
a weak-k-adjacent generation of T’. 
Let h(T) denotes the height of the tree T (a tree consisting of a single node has 
height zero). Now, we are going to characterize more precisely the weak-k-adjacent 
generations of the trees T such that h(T) > 1 and the root has at least k - 1 sons (if 
h(T) < 1, T has always a weak-k-adjacent generation). 
In fact, the notion of weak-k-adjacent generation generalizes the Dahlhaus-Gaif- 
man’s weak-2-adjacent generation (in [ 11). 
Let us first introduce some notations. Let W, be the set of all finite sequences 
p = (p(l), p(2), . . . , p(n)), such that p( 1) belongs to (l/2,1,2, . . . , k - l> and for all 
i 2 2, p(i) belongs to {1,2, . . . , k - l}. The empty sequence will be denoted by 0, and 
IpI will denote the length of the sequence p. 
To all pin Wk\{a}, we associate a sequence fi = (p(2), p(3), . . ..p(n)) if n = IpI 3 2, 
and p” = 0, if IpI = 1. 
For all p and 4 in Wk such that 4(l) # 3, the sequence obtained by the concatena- 
tion of p and 4 will be denoted by p-4. If p has only one component, we shall identify 
p and p(1). 
We shall now characterize a weak-k-adjacent generation of a tree T by a couple of 
sequences: ( p, g}, as follows. 
Definition 1.1. Let p, 4 belong to W, and T be a tree such that every node which 
determines a subtree of height at least 2, has at least k - 1 sons. 
We say that T has a (p,qh-generation in each of the two following cases: 
(i) P(l) # & 4(l) # 3, and T h as a weak-k-adjacent generation in which lpl expan- 
sions are left-expansions, the ith one being of type p(i), 141 expansions are right- 
expansions, the ith one being of type q(i). 
(ii) p(l) = q( 1) = l/2, and if Tl denotes the tree formed by the root of T and its sons, 
then T has a (p, &-generation from Tl . 
Intuitively, the sequences p and 4 code, respectively, the left- and right-expansions 
of the weak-k-adjacent generation of the tree. But the initial expansion of T needs 
a particular treatment. 
Let us consider the case given in Fig. 1. 
Let,foralliE{1,2 ,..., k), z be the subtree “determined” by xi (it means xi and all its 
descendants). In the induced generation of T, , we shall classify the expansion of x1 as 
a right expansion of type 1, because in the generation of T, x1 is expanded simulta- 
neously with k - 1 nodes on its right. Similarly, in the induced generation of Tk, we 
shall classify the expansion of xk as a left expansion of type 1. But for all the other r:s, 
with 2 $ i < k - 1, there is no particular reason to classify the expansion of xi as 
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Fig. 1. 
Fig. 2. 
a left-one or a right-one; then we shall call it a “middle expansion” and we distinguish 
this case by putting pi(l) = qi(l) = l/2. 
Thus, every initial expansion can be classified either as a left-one, or as a right-one, 
or as a middle-one. 
As we do not want this third classification (middle expansion) to occur except in the 
first step of a generation of a tree T, we shall suppose that the root of T has at least 
k - 1 sons. Otherwise we could have the situation as in Fig. 2. Then, the second 
expansion of the induced generation of T should also be classified as a middle 
expansion. 
Note. In the case of weak-2-adjacent generations, it is clear that one does not need to 
introduce the notion of “middle expansions”. - - Therefore, in a (p, q),-generation, the 
components of the sequences p and 4 are all equal to 1, and one can identify p and 
4 with lpi and 141. Thus, one deals with (p, q)z-generations, with p and q integers (see Cl]). 
We now generalize the case k 2 3, the notion of “graph of a tree” introduced by 
Dahlhaus and Gaifman in [l]. 
Definition 1.2. Let T be a tree such that every node which determines a subtree of 
height at least 2, has at least k - 1 sons. We put Gk [ T] = {(p, tj), T has a (p, @)k- 
generation. The set G,[T] is a directed graph called the “k-graph” of T. 
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Note. If T is reduced to one node, it is generated from its root with no expansions, -- 
then Gk[T] = {(O,O)). 
Let T be of height greater than 1. Let T, be the tree formed by the root of T, and its 
sons. Either T has no weak-k-adjacent generation, and G,[T] = 8, or for any 
(p, &-generation of T from TI, Gk [T] contains the three-tuple: (l-p, q), (p, l-q), 
(1/2-p, 1/2-q), because of the three possible classifications of the initial expansion. 
In particular, T has a k-adjacent generation, if and only if one has {(Lo), (6, l), 
(l/2,1/2)} c GETI (‘t 1 means that all the expansions are k-adjacent, except the initial 
one). 
Therefore, one has the following proposition. 
Proposition 1.3. Let G = (C, A, S, P) be a (k - 1)-expanding grammar. Then 
c( E Lk_adj(G), iff tx has a derivation tree T in G which satisjes {(l,@, (0, l), 
(l/2,1/2)} G GCTI. 
(It is sufficient o verify that one of the three edges belongs to Gk[T].) 
2. Composition of k-graphs, for k 2 3 
Let TI and T2 be trees such that T, has a (pr , ql)k-generation and T2 has a (p2, q2)k- 
generation. Suppose that q1 and p2 have the same length, say n, and that for all i, 
1 d i < n, one has g1 (i) + pz(i) = k. Then, if one juxtaposes TI and T2, one can form, 
for all i, 1 d i < n, a k-adjacent expansion by assembling the ith right expansion of TI 
and the ith left expansion of T2. In such a case, we shall say that T, and T2 “fit 
together”. 
To characterize the cases where two trees fit together, we introduce the notion of 
k-complementarity, k 2 3 (such a notion was not necessary to study 2-adjacency). 
Definition 2.1. For any p in W, such that lpi = n B 1 and p(1) # l/2, let us denote 
CL(P) = <k - P(l), k - P(2), . . . . k - p(n)), and ~~(0) = 0. We shall say that two se- 
quences p and 4 of W, are “k-complementary”, iff p = ck(q) (iff 4 = c,Jp)). 
Let m 2 k - 1. Let T,, T,, . . . , T, be trees, the root of which has at least k - 1 sons. 
Let T be the tree as shown in Fig. 3. 
Our next aim is to define an operation of composition of k-graphs, that is an 
operation, denoted by 0, such that T has a weak-k-adjacent generation if and only if 
G,[T,] 0 G,[T,] 0 ... 0 Gk[T,] # 0. This special operation will make some further 
proofs very technical, but the usual operation of composition for graphs could not 
apply here, as it did in the simpler case of 2-adjacency. 
We must pay a special attention to the initial expansions of the z’s. In general, one 
cannot apply to them the notion of k-complementarity, because of the middle 
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Fig. 3. 
expansions. Thus, if for all i, 1 < i < m, (pi, 4i) denotes an element of Gk[TJ, we shall 
treat separately the first component of all the sequences pi, qi, and the other compo- 
nents, for which it is sufficient to verify the k-complementarity (condition (i) of 
Definition 2.2). 
Concerning the first component, we have the following conditions: 
(1) There must exist at most k - 2 consecutive indices i in { 1,2, . . . , m> such that the 
initial expansion of Ti is a middle expansion (then, as m is at least k - 1, condition (ii) 
of the Definition 2.2 is necessary). 
(2) If i,i + l,..., i’ are n consecutive such indices in { 1,2, . . . , m}, (this implies that 
n = i’ - i + 1 = EyEi [@j(l) + qj(l)] and n < k - 2) three cases can occur: 
_ either i = 1, then the number pi,+ 1(l) of the nodes expanded in the first left 
expansion Of T,,+r must verify n f pi’+ 1 (1) < k; thus, one can form the first 
left-expansion of T (condition (iii)(a) of Definition 2.2). 
_ or i’ = m, then the number @i_ 1(1) of the nodes expanded in the first right-expan- 
sion of Z’i- 1 must verify 4i_ 1( 1) + n < k; thus, one can form the first right-expan- 
sion of T (condition (iii)(c) of the Definition 2.2). 
_ or one must have qi_ 1 (1) + n + pi, + 1 (1) = k; thus, one can form a k-adjacent 
expansion of T (condition (iii)(b) of Definition 2.2). 
Definition 2.2. Let m 2 k - 1, and G1, GZ, . . . . G, be k-graphs. The composition 
G,OG,O.-.OG,,, is defined by : (&~)EG~OG~~..~~G,,, iff there are 
edges (pl,ql) in Gi, (&,&) in G,,...,(p,,&) in G, satisfying the conditions 
below. 
(i) fi = pl; for all i, 1 < i < m - 1, Z&+r = ck(qi); 4 = 4,. 
(ii) If I denotes the following set: 
I = {i: 1 Q i < m and pi(l) # l/2 # gi(l)}, then Cardinality (I) 2 1. 
(iii) Let ii < i2 < ... < i, be the elements of I. 
(4 
(‘3 
64 
p(l) = PI(l) + C>Zt C4j(1) + Pj+ ltl)l. 
for all r, 1 d r d s - 1, one has: 
either Qi, = pi,+r = b, and then ir+l = i, + 1, 
or Ci~:-l [qj(l) + ls,+l(l)] = k. 
Q(l) = f,r=lii,’ [qj(l) + Fj+ I(l)1 + 4m(l). 
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Note. Condition (i) implies that for all i, 1 < i < m - 1, Ipi+ll = lqil. 
- - 
For any set G of couples (p, q) of W, x W, such that p( 1) # l/2 and q( 1) # l/2, we 
introduce the following notation: 
u {W-P, l/2-71), (P,4) E G). 
(In the 2-adjacent case studied in [l], for any 2-graph G, G+ is the set: 
G+ = ((P + l,q), (p,q + 1); (p,q) E G}.) 
Then, one has a similar result as for 2-adjacency (see Cl]). 
Proposition 2.3. Let T be a tree and X1, X2, . . . , X, be the sons of the root, with 
m > k - 1. They determine respectively the subtrees T,, T2, . . . . T, of T. 
Assume thatfor all i, 1 < i < m, ifh(l;.) > 1 then the root of Ti has at least k - 1 sons. 
Then one has G,[T] = (Gk[TI] 0 Gk[T2] 0 e.+ 0 Gk[T,])+. 
Proof. The method of the proof is similar to the 2-adjacent case in [l]. Nevertheless, 
we give here this proof, in order to clear up the technical properties stated in 
Definition 2.1, and to make the reader more familiar with the law of composition of 
the k-graphs, for k 2 3. 
(1) Proof of the inclusion z : Let U1 be the tree formed by the root of T and its sons, 
and assume that Ui * U, + 3.. 
- - 
= U, = T is a (p, qlk-generation of T from 7J1. Then 
- - 
we have to show that (p,q) belongs to G,[T,] 0 Gk[T2] 0 ... 0 Gk[T,]. Let for allj, 
1 < j < n, and for all i, 1 < i < m, Ui,j be the subtree of Uj determined by the ith son of 
the root; let Ni,j be the number of leaves of Ui,j expanded by the expansion 
uj=> uj+l, and let Lj = {i, Ni,j # O}. 
Let Uj =s. Uj+ 1 be a k-adjacent expansion and Lj = {i, i + 1,. . . , i + I}. 
If 13 2, then for all t,i + 1 < t < i + 1 - 1, Ut,j must be reduced to the root of T, 
(otherwise if h(Ut,j) > 1, then Ut,j has at least k - 1 leaves). Then one puts 
p,(l) = &(l) = i. On the other hand, the expanded leaves of Ui,j are necessarily the 
rightmost ones and the expanded leaves of Ui+l,j are necessarily the leftmost ones; 
then one puts qi(l) = Ni,j and pi+l(l) = Ni+l,j. 
If I= 1, assuming that we have already determined the r - 1 first components of 4i 
and pi+l (r > l), one puts in the same way q;(r) = Ni,j and Pi+i(r) = Ni+i,j. 
Let Uj =S Uj+ 1 be a left expansion and Lj = { 1,2, . . . . I}. If 12 2, then for all t, 
1 < t < 1 - 1, Ur,j must be reduced to the root and one puts P,(l) = &(l) = 3. The 
expanded leaves of Ut,j are necessarily the leftmost ones, then one puts pi(l) = Nl,j. If 
1 = 1, assume that we have already determined the r - 1 first components of pi (r 3 l), 
then one puts PI(r) = N,,j. 
For a right expansion, one proceeds in a similar way. Then it is easy to verify that 
the conditions of Definition 2.2 are satisfied. 
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(2) Proof of the inclusion z : Let for all i, 1 6 i < m, Vi.1 * Ui,z * .a* * Ui,“, = T 
be a (pi, &),-generation of z from its root, such that the conditions of Definition 2.2 
are satisfied. Let U1 consist of the root of T and its m sons. Assume that we have 
already used, for each i, 1 < i 6 m, the ji - 1 first steps (ji 2 1) of the (pi,~i)k- 
generation of z to construct the j - 1 first steps, Ui * U, 9 ... * Uj, of a weak-k- 
adjacent generation of T from U1. 
Let US exhibit now the jth step Uj + Uj+ 1. 
Assume that for some i, 1 < i < m, Ui,ji * Ui,j,+t is a k-adjacent expansion, then 
one can add it as a k-adjacent expansion of Uj. 
Assume that for some i and i’, 1 < i < i’ < m, and some r > 1, Ui,h * Ui,ji+ 1 is 
a right expansion of type qi(r), and Ui,,j,, =S Ui,,jp + 1 is a left expansion of type pi*(r)* If 
I = 1, and if for all t, i < t < i’, j, = 1 (Ut,j, is equal to U,, i) and pt(l) = qt(l) = 3, then 
condition (iii)(b) Defintion 2.2 implies that gi(l) + i’ - i + 1 + pi*(l) = k, and one can 
assemble the expansions of z, Ti + 1, . . . , T,., to form a k-adjacent expansion of Uj. If 
r 2 2 and i’ = i + 1, as pi+ 1 = ck(q”i), one can assemble the expansions of T and Ti+ 1 
to form a k-adjacent expansion of Uj. 
Assume that for some i, 1 < i < m, and some r > 1, Ui,ji * Ui,j,+ 1 is a left expansion 
of type pi(r). If r = 1, and if for all t, 1 < t < i, j, = 1 (Ur,j, is equal to U,,,) and 
p,(l) = &(l) = i, then condition (iii)(a) of Definition 2.2 implies that p(1) = i - 1 + 
pi(l), and one can assemble the expansions of TI , T2, . . . , z to form a left expansion of 
Uj of type p(l). If r > 2 and i = 1, as p” = p”i, one can add the expansions of T, as a left 
expansion of Uj of type p(r). 
It is easy to see that in the situations symmetric to the ones of the preceding 
paragraph, one can form a right expansion of Uj. 0 
Proposition 2.3 is generalized in Proposition 2.5 as follows. 
Definition 2.4. (i) Let TO, T,, T,, . . . . T, be trees and TO have m leaves. 
MT,, T,, . . . . T,) will denote the tree obtained by replacing the ith leaf of TO by the 
treeZ,foralli,ldi<m. 
(ii) Let TO be a tree with m leaves such that all the nonleaf nodes have at least k - 1 
sons, and let G1, Gz, . . . . G, be k-graphs. We put T,[G,, Gz, . . . . G,] =&f f(u), where 
a is the root of TO and f is the function defined by recursion in the following way: 
- for all i, 1 < i d m, if ai denotes the ith leaf of TO, f(Ui) = Gi. 
- for any node b of TO, with successors bl,b2,...,br, f(b) = (f(b,) of(b2) 
0 .a. 0 f(b,))+. 
Then, one has the result: 
Proposition 2.5. Let TO be a tree with m leaves uch that all the nonleaf nodes have at 
least k - 1 sons. Let T,, T2, . . . . T, be trees such that for all i, 1 < i < m, if h(T) > 1 
then the root of Ti has at least k - 1 sons. 
If T= T,(T,, T,, . . . . T,), then &CT1 = GCGJTJ, GCT21, . . ..GUJl. 
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3. Some particular families of trees 
In this section, we present wo sets of families of trees: the families F&r, h’) with h, h’ 
in (0, 1, . . . , k - l}, which have particular properties with respect to the notion of 
k-graph introduced in the preceding section; the families H,(h, h’) with h,h’ in 
{O,l, **., k - l} which are constructed from the preceding ones, using the operations 
defined in the last section. These latter families will play a great part in the proofs of 
the theorems in the next section. 
The properties, the construction and the use (see the next section) of these two 
sets of families are extensions of the ones of the two families rco and rc introduced 
by Dahlhaus and Gaifman in [l] to prove their main theorem. These extensions 
are more technical (because of the particular law 0 of composition of k-graphs), 
but are also much more powerful than the analogous tools used in the 2-adjacent 
case. 
Case 1: We define a tree V. composed of the root and a nonempty set of sons (the 
exact number of sons does not matter here because they are not expanded). Its k-graph -- 
is G,[V,] = {(O,O)}+. 
Let us consider the tree U. given in Fig. 4 with p = k - 1 + h and q = k - 1 + h’, 
for some h,h’ in {0,1,2, .. . . k - l}. Let m. be the number of leaves of U,: 
m,=p+k+l+q. 
If we tack on to each leaf of U. (a copy of) the tree Vo, it is easy to see that one has 
the following property. 
(P-vJ~: G~C~oWo,f’o,...,Vo)l = {W’)}+,b ecause the two unique possible genera- 
tions of Uo(Vo, V,, . . . . Vo) are either the one of Fig. 5, or the symmetric one. 
k+l 
Fig. 4. 
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Now, for some fixed h,h’ in (0, 1, . . . . k - l}, we want to construct from U,, a 
whole family of trees which possess (in particular) the property (Prop. a), such 
that for all integers m, if m is large enough, one can find a tree in the family having 
m leaves. 
Step 1: It is easy to see that by adding n sons to the root of U,, either on the right or 
on the left (of U,,), if n is a multiple of k, one obtains a new tree which possesses also the 
property (prop CC) (it does not remain true if n is not multiple of k). Thus, one can find 
a tree satisfying (prop CX) and having m leaves, for any m such that m = m. mod(k), 
m > mo. 
Step 2: Suppose now that we have also p + q - 4 > k - 1. It is not difficult to see 
that if one tacks on k sons toj leaves of U. chosen among x2,. . ., xp_ 1, x~+~, . . . , x~+~_ 1, 
with 1 < j < k - 1 (we suppose that j is at most k - 1 because it will simplify the proof 
of the next proposition, and it provides us with a large enough number of new trees), 
one obtains a new tree Uj which possesses also the property (prop a), and which 
has m, -j + jk leaves. Thus, the number mj of leaves of Uj is such that 
mj E m, - j mod(k). 
Step 3: Now, we can apply to each Uj the construction applied to U. in step 1. It 
permits to add n leaves to Uj, where n is a multiple of k. Thus, we obtain the following 
result: for eachj in (0, 1,2, . . . , k - l} and for any m such that m E m. - j mod(k), one 
can find a tree satisfying (prop a) and having m leaves, provided that m is not less than 
m. + j(k - 1). 
Remarks. (a) Note that if, in step 2 of the preceding construction, we tack on k 
sons to one of the nodes x~,x~,x~+~,x~+~, the property (prop LX) remains not 
necessarily true. See, for example, the trees (Figs. 6 and 7) with k = 3, p = 3, 
q = 4 and (prop a) is Gk[UO(Vo, V,,..., V,)] = {(1,2)}+. We then have, respec- 
tively, GkCU’(I/O, VO, .. . . Kdl = {(1,2),K40)}+ and GCU”(I/D, VO, .. . . f’0)1 = {U,2), 
(1, < 1,1 >)}+. 
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k+l nodes 
Fig. 8. 
(b) We have chosen UO such that the node b has k + 1 sons (instead of just one in 
Cl]), in order to avoid any k-adjacent expansion of a tree U, [ TI, T,, . . . , T,] which 
would expand together some descendants of xP, the node b, and some descendants of 
x,+ 1. Note that for analogous reasons, we have defined the notions of k-graph and 
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composition of k-graphs only for trees T such that either h(T) < 1, or all the nonleaf 
nodes of T have at least k - 1 sons (see Proposition 2.5). 
The general form of the trees Uj, j 2 0 obtained by the preceding constructions is as 
shown in Fig. 8 with the Hypothesis 3.1: p z k - 1, q > k - 1 and p + q - 4 2 k - 1 
(see step 2 of the preceding constructions) and the Hypothesis 3.2: we assume that at 
most k - 1 of the trees T,, . . . , T,_ Ir TP+ 2, . . . , T,+,_ 1 are of the form: 
A . . . 
k nodes 
the others being reduced to one node. 
We shall prove that if p E h + (k - 1) (mod k) and q = h’ + (k - 1) (mod k), then all 
the trees having the preceding form are members of the family F,(h, h’) defined below. 
Definition 3.1. For any h, h’ in (0, 1, . . . , k - l}, F,(h, h’) is the family of all trees T such 
that all the nonleaf nodes have at least k - 1 sons, and which satisfy the properties (i) 
and (ii) below. Let m denote the number of leaves of T. 
(i) For any sequence of k-graphs of the form Gi = ((ai,d,}+,..., 
G, = ((Smr&)}+, such that for all i, 1 Q i < m - 1, iQi+ I/ = ldil, one has 
1 
((kn~l,k’“&J}+ if for all i, l<i<m-1, 
TCGI,‘&,-..,W = Si+ 1 = Ck(di) (cf. Definition 2.1) 
0, otherwise. 
(ii) For any 
6, = {k%m d,)} +, 
sequence of k-graphs of the form G1 = {(cl, d, )) +, . . . , 
such that for some i, 1 < i < m - 1, abs(l&+,l - ldil) 2 3 (abs 
denotes the absolute value) one has T [G,, GZ, . . ., G,] = a). 
Proposition 3.2. Let U be the tree of Fig. 8. Let p and q be, respectively, the number of 
sons of the root on the left and on the right of the node b. If p = h + (k - 1) (mod k) and 
q E h’ + (k - 1) (mod k), then 7J belongs to the family Fk (h,h’). 
Proof. Let a1,u2, . . . ,a,betheleavesofU,andforalli,1~idm,letGi={(~i,di)}~, 
for some gi, & in W,. We have to examine U[Gi,G,,...,G,]. This can be 
done using only the formal definitions (see Definition 2.4); but here, we introduce 
for each i, 1 < i < m, a tree K of the k-graph Gi, to preserve the intuitive idea of the 
proof. 
(1) We begin with the proof of the property (i) of Definition 3.1. Assume that for all i, 
1 < i < m - 1, ISi+ll = ldil. If U[Gl,G 2, . . . , G,] is not empty, let us consider 
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Fig. 9. 
a weak-k-adjacent generation of U( T, , T,, . . . , T,). It induces for each i, 1 < i < m, 
a (pi,&generation of z, and (pi,qi) belongs to Gi = {(l-gi, di), (Bi, l-&), 
(+nC7iv$ndi)} (8). 
We will show that, because of the equalities of lengths: IJi+ I 1 = I& 1 for all i, 
1 < i < m - 1, the first steps of the generation of the tree U(T,, T,, . .., T,) will be 
exactly the same as the first steps of the generation of a tree U( V,, V,, . . . , Vo) where V0 
is a tree formed by a root and a non empty set of sons. In other words, the expansions 
of the nodes of U are completely independent of the expansions of the internal nodes 
(i.e. all the nodes but the root and the leaves) of the Fs (see Fig. 9). 
So, we first prove the following fact. 
(*) If two consecutive leaves of U, ai and a. ,+ 1, are either both brothers of b, or both 
sons of b, or both sons of one of the nodes x2, . . . . x~_~,x~+~, . . . .xP+q_l (see Fig. 8), 
there cannot exist in the generation of U( Tl , T,, . . . , T,), an expansion which either 
expands ai together with some internal nodes of T. I+ 1, or expands ome internal nodes 
of z together with ai+ 1. 
Consider two consecutive leaves of U, ai and ai+ 1 (1 < i < m - l), which are sons of 
the same node x and assume that, in the generation of U( Tl , T2, . . . , T,), Ui (the root of 
z) is expanded simultaneously with some leftmost descendants of Ui+ 1, what we 
schematize in Fig. 10. Then, the expansion of ai+ 1 should be classified as a right-one, 
and that of Ui, either as a right-one, or as a middle-one. So, one would have 4i = lndi 
orqi=1/2^di,andpi+, =gi+l. But then Iqil # Ipi+ 1 I and the conditions of Defini- 
tion 2.1 could not be satisfied. The same argument still works, if we exchange the role 
Of ai and Ui+l. Thus, the fact (*) is verified. 
Let G be the subtree of U(T,, T,, . . ., T,) generated by b. We can now find the 
k-graph of Tb. There exist a j, 2 <j < m - 1, such that aj,Uj+l, . . ..aj+k are the k + 1 
sons of b. 
Because of the fact (*), we have three types of expansions of the nodes 
aj,aj+l, .*.,aj+k, in some weak-k-adjacent generation of Tb. Either the k-adjacent 
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expansion of aj, aj + r, . . . , aj+ k _ 1 and the right expansion of aj + ,+, or the left expansion 
of aj and the k-adjacent expansion of aj + r, aj + 2, . . . , aj + k, or the left expansion of 
aj, a..) aj+j_r and the right expansion of aj+j, . . . . aj+k for some f, 2 <f< k - 1. 
Therefore, one has 
Gk[Tb] G 
The above inclusion is an equality iff, for all i, j d i d j + k - 1, one has 
Qi+ r = ck(&); otherwise Gk[Tb] = 0 ( see the condition (i) of Definition 2.2). 
We now show that it is impossible to have a left-expansion of aj, . . . . aj+j- 1, and 
k-l 
U fy2 {(f-sj, (k -f+ l)hdj+k))+. 
a right expansion of aj+j, . . ..aj+k. for some f, 2 <f< k - 1, because of the length of 
the sequences which occur in Gj _ 1 and Gj+ k + I . For these two expansions correspond 
to a couple (&b,&,) in Gk[Tb] such that either l&l = lajl + 2, or 1461 = lij+kl + 2; and 
asonehaslqi-rl<(dj-11-k 1andIPj+k+l[<<gj+k+rI+l(see(@)onthepreceding 
page), OIle would have either Iqj_11 < l&l Or IPj+k+ll < [&I. 
COnSeqUently, such a Couple (&, qb) Cannot Satisfy the conditions Of Definition 2.2 
(applied to G1 0 ... ~ Gj-1 O Gk[Tb] ~ Gj+k+l 0 ... 0 G,). So, the only suitable 
couple for the COInpOSitiOn of the graphs is (&,,&) = (l-Qj, l-dj,,). This corres- 
ponds to one of the two situations in Fig. 11 or Fig. 12. 
Thus, one sees that b and its sons aj, aj+ r, . . . , aj+k are expanded exactly in the same 
way as in the generation of U(V,, V,, . . . . V,) (see the beginning of the Section 3: 
Fig. 5). 
NOW, we will examine how the nodes al, . . . . aj-1, and aj+k+l, .. . . a,, can be 
expanded. We distinguish two cases, because there are essentially two types of trees 
having the general form of Fig. 9: the trees U in which all the brothers of b are leaves 
of U, and the trees U, in which some brothers of b (at most k - 1 of them) have k sons 
(which are leaves of U). 
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First type oftree: Assume that all the sons of the root, except b, are leaves of U. Let 
p (resp. q) be the number of brothers on the left (resp. the right) of b. On both sides of b, 
k - 1 of these nodes are necessarily expanded together with one node of T, (see 
Figs. 11 and 12, and the fact (*)). 
Therefore, if p - (k - 1) 3 h (mod k) and q - (k - 1) = h’ (mod k), then, because of 
the fact (*), one has a left-expansion of type h of the nodes aI,. . . , ah and a right- 
expansion of type h’ of the nodes a,,_,,# + 1, . . . , a,,,. 
Thus, the way of expansion of the nodes a,, . .., aj_ 1 and Uj+k+ r, . .., a, is also the 
same as in the generation of U( V,, Vi, . . . , V,) (see the beginning of the paragraph 3), 
and one has the result 
(91): UCGI,G~,...,GJ 
= {@-~Irzn)~+ 
i 
if for all i, 1 < i < m - 1, Si+ 1 = C,(di)y 
8, otherwise. 
Second type of tree: Recall that aj, aj+ 1, . . . , aj+k are the sons of b. AS we see from 
the Fig. 9, the leaves al,aj-l,aj+k+l, m a are brothers of b. But we assume now that 
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some other brothers of b have k sons in U (see Fig. 8). Let W be the set of all 
such brothers of b. One has B c {+,...,x~_~} u {x,,+~,...,x~+~-~) and 
Card@?) < k - 1. For any xr in 9# (2 < t < p - 1 or p + 2 < t < p + q - l), let ai( 
%(t)+l? . . ..ai(t)+k-1 be the k sons of xt (which are leaves of U). 
In a similar way as for Tb, one can see that for any xt in 99, one has 
GkCT,,I s ((Gi(t),&(t)+k-l 8’ ” (;!I Kf -tYi(t), (k -f)h&(t)+k-l 11 +). 
The above inclusion is an equality iff, for all i, i(t) d i 6 i(t) + k - 2, one has 
Si+ 1 = Ck(di); otherwise, Gk[ TX,] = 8 ( see condition (i) of Definition 2.2). 
We now show that it is impossible to have a left expansion of ai( . . . , ai(t) +/ _ 1, and 
a right expansion of ai(t)+f, . . ..Ui(r)+k_r. for some f, 1 <f < k - 1. 
Let us consider a (P,, &),-generation of TX,. Assume that i =f-gi(r) and & = (1, 
k -f)n&(t)+k- 1, for some f, 1 <f< k - 1, (if pt = (1, f)-gict, and & = 
<k -f)_hdi(t)+k-l? the reasoning is symmetric to the following one). Then, one has 
l&l = ldi(r)+k-ll + 2.Assume that x,+1 $g’, thenx,,, is theleafai(,,+kof U,andone 
has IPt+Il G IS. c(t)+kl + 1, (because F%+I is either gi(r)+k, or l-Gi(t)+k, Or t-gi(t)+kh 
Thus, if by hypothesis one has Igict,+kl = l&(t).+k-ll, the length of P,+r would be 
strictly less than the length of &. 
So, one necessarily has x,+ 1 E9Y,i(t+1)=i(t)+k,andIp,+11=lgi,,+1,)+2.Then 
one has either &+I = (1, f)^gi(g+l), or p,+1 = (i, f)-gi(t+l,. In the second case, 
one has ZdSO cjr+l = (~,k-f)^&~,+l~+k-l and for the same reason of length as 
above, one must have x, + 2 E 4?‘, . . . Thus, one sees that there necessarily exists some 
t’ 2 t such that { xt, xt + i, ..-,Xt,} E gy (Pt,,4t,) = ((1, f>-si(t’), (k -f)^~i(t’j+k-I 
and for all s, t < s < t’, (17,,qs) = ((+, f)-gics,, (i, k -f)^di(s)+k-1). And 
the condition (iii) (b) of Definition 2.2 is satisfied only if q,(l) + 
ca’:t+ 1 [P,(l) + q,(l)] + p,,(l) = k, that is only if t’ - t + 1 = k. 
But one has t’ - t + 1 = Card{x,, xt+r, . . . . x,,} 6 Card@) < k - 1, consequently 
condition (iii) (b) of Definition 2.2 will not be satisfied in this case. So, for all t such that 
x, E .?%, the only suitable couples for the composition of the graphs are those of {(8i(t), 
di(t)+k- I)>‘. 
It means that for all t, such that x, E 97, the k sons of x, must be expanded together, 
in a k-adjacent expansion. Then it is clear that the existence of these sons does not 
modify the k-graph of U(T, , T2, . . . , T,) obtained in the case of the first type of trees 
U (see result (91)). 
(2) We will now prove that U satisfies property (ii) of the Definition 3.1. Let for all i, 
1 <i < PI, (piye<) belong to Gi= {(di,&)}+. A ssume that there exists an index i, 
1 d if m, such that one has abs(lgi+ll - 141) > 3. 
We will show that the subtrees of U(T, , T2, . . , , T,) cannot “fit together”. 
If i is the particular index mentioned above, it is clear that qi and pi+ 1 will 
not have the same length. Thus, if ai and ai+l are two brothers of b, one has 
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G,CU(T,, T,, . . . . Tm)] = 8; if ai and ai+l are two sons of a brother x, of b (in the case 
where some brothers of b have k sons in U), then Gk [Tt] = 8 (T being the subtree 
determined by x,). So in all these cases, one has Gk [ U( TI , T2, . . . , T,)] = 8. 
Now let us consider the two cases where either Ui is the right most son of b and Ui+ 1 
is the first “right-brother” of b, or ai is the last “left-brother” of b and ai+ r is the 
leftmost son of b. 
We have seen in part 1 of the proof that for all (pb, &) in Gk[Tb], one has 
l&l < /Jjl + 2 and I&l < l&+kl + 2. 
On the other hand, for any (pi_ 1, gj- 1) in Gj- 1, one has I Qj- 11 > I LX- 1 I (recall that 
Gj-1 = {(Jj-r,dj-l)}+); and in the same way, for any (pj+k+r,qj+k+l) in Gj+k+r, 
one has IPj+k+ 1I 2 lgj+,+ 1 I- 
Consequently, if Idj_ll 2 lgjl + 3 or IJj+k+rl 2 I&+kl + 3, then the length Of &1 
and pb, or the length of jj+ k + 1 and & cannot be equal. Therefore, one will have 
U[GI,GZ,..., G,] = 0. The same kind of argument holds if one considers instead of b, 
any brother of b, which would have k sons, leaves of U. 
Thus, in any case where, for some i, 1 < i 6 m - 1, one has abs(l&+Il - I&l) 2 3, 
hence UIG1,Gz, . . . . G,] = 8. 
Proposition 3.3. (1) Let (h,h’) $ {(O,O), (0, l), (LO)}. For any n > k (k + 1) + h + h 
there exists a tree in Fk(h, h’) having n leaves. 
(2) Let (h, h’) E ((0, O), (0, I), (1, O)}. F or any n > k (k + 2) + h + h’ there exists a tree 
in F,(h,h’) having n leaves. 
Proof. Let U be a tree as in Fig. 8. Let m be the number of leaves of U and p (resp. 4) 
be the number of brothers on the left (resp. the right) of b. One has 
p = (k - 1) + h + u1 k; q = (k - 1) + h’ + uzk, for some u1 ,u2 in N. By the definition 
of U, one must also have p + 4 - 4 > k - 1 (cf. Hypothesis 3.1), which is equivalent o 
(i): k + (h + h’) + (ul + uz) k > 5. Since k is not less than 3, for any h,h’ such that 
h + h’ 2 2, (i) holds for all (ur , uz) in N2. On the other hand, if h + h’ < 2, it suffices to 
take u1,u2 in N verifying u1 + u2 > 1. 
Assume that r of the brothers of b, for some r, 0 < r < k - 1, (cf. Hypothesis 3.2) 
have k sons, and the others are leaves of U. Then, the number of leaves of U is 
m = (k + 1) + (p + q - r) + rk = k + 1 + p + q + r(k - 1). As p = h + (k - 1) 
(mod k) and q = h’ + (k - 1) (mod k), r is completely determined by the class of 
congruence of m. 
(1) If h + h’ 2 2, one has u1 + u2 > 0. So to each fixed r in (0, 1, . . . . k - l} 
corresponds a least value of rn, obtained for u1 = u2 = 0: m, = k + 1 + (h + k - 1) + 
(h’ + k - 1) + r(k - 1) = 3k - 1 + h + h’ + r(k - 1). One has m. < ml < ... < mk_l 
= k(k + 1) + h + h’, and they are the respective representations of the k classes of 
congruence modulo k. Consequently, for all n > k (k + 1) + h + h’, there exists an 
unique r in {O,l,...,k- l> such that n s m, (mod k); that is n = m, + tk, for some 
t 2 0. 
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Then take u1 and u2 such that u1 + u2 = t: the corresponding tree U is in F,(h, h’) 
and has n leaves. 
(2) Zf h + h’ < 2, one has u1 + a2 2 1, and the above arguments still hold with 
mk-1 =k(k+2)+h+h’. 0 
Now, for any h, h’ in (0, 1, . . . . k - l}, we use three layers of trees belonging to the 
preceding families to build the trees of the family H&h’). Let V, be the tree 
composed of a root and a nonempty set of sons. If U belongs to H&r, h’), one has 
Gk[U(I”-oO, I”-,, a.., Vo)l = {Kvw, <h’,Kh’))}+. 
In Section 4, we shall use trees built with layers of trees of some families H,(h,h’). 
Thus, if they have a nonempty k-graph, it will be of the following form: Gk = {(p, 4)) +, 
with (pi and 141 multiples of 3. Then, let us consider the situation shown in Fig. 13, 
where U, u’, u” are built with layers of trees of some families H&h’). If one has 
Gk(U’) = {(p’,$))+, Gk(U”) = {(p”,q)}+, there are only two cases: either 14’1 = l$I 
or abs(lq’l - Ip”l) > 3. These are the two cases mentioned in Definition 3.1, and also 
in the next proposition. 
Definition 3.4. For any h, h’ in (0, 1, . . . . k - l}, H,(h, h’) is the family of all the trees 
T constructed in three steps as follows (see Fig. 14): 
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Step 1: Let r0 belong to F&r, h’) and m be the number of leaves of To. 
Step 2: Let T’ = T,(T,, T,, . . . . T,), with T1 E F&i, k - 1); for all i, 2 < i < m - 1, 
z E F,(l, k - 1) and T, E F,(l,h’). Let n be the number of leaves of T’. 
Step 3: Let T= T’(T;,T;,..., T,‘), with T; E F,(h, k - 1); for all i, 2 < i < n - 1, 
Ti E F,(l, k - 1) and T,’ E &(1,/r’). 
Then, one can extend Proposition 3.2, as follows. 
Proposition 3.5. Let T belong to Hk(h, h’) and m be the number of leaves of T. 
(1) For any sequence of k-graphs of the following form: _G1 = {(gI, d;)} +, . . ., 
Gn = {GnA)} +, such that for all i, 1 < i < m - 1, lSi+il = Idil, one has 
TCGI,GZ,...,GJ = 
I: 
{((h,h,h)“gI,(h’,h’,h’)^d,))+ if for all i, 1 < i < m - 1, gi+i = c&), 
8 otherwise. 
(2) For any sequence of k-graphs of the following form: G1 =_{(gI d,)}+, . . . . 
G, = ((A,, &)I +, such that for some i, 1 < i < m - 1, abs(l&+il - Idi]) 2 3, one has 
TCGl,Gz, . . . . G,] = 0. 
This follows directly from the properties of the families F,(h, h’) and from the 
construction of the elements of H,(h, h’). 
Proposition 3.6. Let h, h’ belongs to (0, 1, . . . . k - 11. For all m 2 [k(k + 3)13, there 
exists a tree in Hk(h, h’) having m leaves. 
This is a direct consequence of Proposition 3.3. 
4. Generative power of k-adjacency 
4.1. Relation between EOL,,, and Lk_adj for all k > 2 
Let EOL,,, be the family of all the EOL-languages generated by an expanding CF 
grammar. We will prove that for all k > 3, the family EOL,,, is included in the family 
of the k-adjacent languages. 
The technic that we will use is a generalization of the technic introduced by 
Dahlhaus and Gaifman in [l]. It can only apply to grammars with large enough 
right-hand sides. But the elements of EOL,,, have the following specific property, 
stated by Dahlhaus and Gaifman in [l]. 
Theorem 4.1 (Dahlhaus and Gaifman Cl]). Zf L is the EOL-language generated by 
some expanding CF grammar G, then for all integers n > 2, there exists afinite language 
Lo and an n-expanding (cf. Section 1) CF grammar G’ such that L = Lo v LEO,_(G). 
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Now, by Theorem 4.1, we can choose an integer no (no 2 2), and assume, without 
loss of generality, that L is generated by an no-expanding rammar (because finite 
languages are trivially k-adjacent, and the family of the k-adjacent languages is closed 
under union). 
First, we carry out a little transformation on the grammar G: we “mark” the 
nonterminals which label the nodes of the leftmost, resp. rightmost, branch of the 
derivation trees in G (see the definition of the “marked grammar” G). It is clear that it 
does not modify the generated language L. 
Now, we want to construct a grammar G’ in which k-adjacent derivations generate 
the same language L. Taking a derivation tree T in the grammar G, we first build 
a new tree T’ in the way shown in Fig. 15, where U. E I&(0,0), U, E H,(O, l), 
U E Hk(k - 1, l), U, E H,(k - LO). By Proposition 3.6, it will be possible to associate 
with any production of G, a (unique) tree chosen in some family H&r, h’) as above, 
provided that G is no-expanding, with no = [k(k + 3)13. 
Then, it is intuitively clear that T’ has a k-adjacent generation iff all the layers of 
trees belonging to some families H&I, h’) are full layers, that is iff all the leaves of 
T have the same height (see Fig. 15), and iff T corresponds to an EOL-derivation. 
Now, let us give the precise construction. 
Definition 4.2. Let G = <C, A, S, P) be an n-expanding CF grammar, for some n B 2, 
such that for all (X + u) in P, either u E A+ or u E (C\A)+. G will denote the CF 
grammar (z’, A, S, P), where c and P are defined as follows: 
- C=CU{A~:AEC\A,AZS}U(A’:AEC\~,AZS}. 
- P consists of the following productions. 
(i) S+uforany(S+u)inPsuchthatuEA+. 
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(ii) S+ A:A2 . . . A,-1 A’,, for any (S + AI A2 . . . A,) in P where AI, AZ, . . . . A, 
belong to C\A. 
(iii) A+u,A’-+u,A’+u,forany(A +u)inPsuchthatA#SanduEA+. 
(iv) A+ A1A2...A,, A’+ A:Az...A,, A’+ A1...A,_lA;, for any (A+ 
AlA,... A,,,) in P where AI, AZ, ,.., A,,, belong to C\A. 
For any derivation tree T of G all the nodes of the leftmost branch are labelled by 
nonterminals of the form A’, those of the rightmost branch by some A’; the other 
nodes are labelled by usual nonterminals of G. 
It is clear that L,,,(G) = LEOL(G). 
Lemma 4.3. Let G = (C, A, S, P) be a CF grammar which is [k(k + 3)13-expanding, 
andsuchthatforalE(X+u)inP,eitheruEA+oruE(Z\A)+. 
Let 6 be the marked grammar associated with G. There exists a grammar G’ such that 
one has L,,,(G) = L,,,j(G’). 
Proof. The proof follows the same principle as the proof of Dahlhaus and Gaifman in 
[l], but the greater number of families that we have introduced in the preceding 
section permits a little simplification: we do not need to introduce any intermediate 
language as in Cl] (namely La,b = {w: awb E L&G)} for any a, b in A). 
4.1.1. Construction of the grammar G’ from G 
For each production S + Ai A*. . . A,_ 1A& of p, we choose a tree in H,(O, 0) with 
m leaves (it is possible because m 2 [k(k + 3)13; cf. Proposition 3.6) we label the root 
by S, the leaves by A:, AZ, . . . . AL, and the intermediate nodes by specific new 
non-terminals. The tree obtained this way will be called an “associated tree”. For each 
production A --f AI A*. . . A,,,, we choose a tree in Hk(k - 1,l) with m leaves and 
proceed as above, introducing at each time specific new nonterminals. In the same 
way, for each production A’ + Ai AZ.. . A,,, we choose a tree in Hk(O, l), and for each 
production A’ + AI AZ.. . Am we choose a tree in Hk(k - LO), to form the correspond- 
ing “associated trees”. 
Then, the grammar G’ is implicitly constructed: we put G’ = (z‘ u c’, A, S, P’ ), 
where c’ is the set of all the new non-terminals introduced to label the intermediate 
nodes of all the associated trees, and P’ consists of all the terminal productions 
of P(X -+ u s.t. u E A+), and all the new productions X + X1X2 . ..X. such that 
X labels a node of some associated tree and X1, X2, . . . , X, label its sons in this same 
tree. 
4.1.2. Schema of the proof of LEoL(G) = LZ_adj(G’) 
Let w belong to A* and T be any derivation tree for w in G. If we replace in T, each 
subtree composed of a node X and its sons X1 ,X2, . . . , X,, by the tree associated with 
the production X --+ X1 X2.. . X,, we will get a derivation tree T’ for w in G’. 
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Conversely, let T’ be any derivation tree for w in G’. Because of the construction 
of G’, T’ is necessarily composed of associated trees. Then, if we delete from T’ 
all the nodes labelled by nonterminals in Z’, we shall get a derivation tree T for w 
in G. 
We shall prove now that T has an EOL-generation iff T’ has a k-adjacent 
generation. Let ai and ai+ 1 be two consecutive letters of w. They determine two 
branches of T’: l3; and B; + r . There exists a unique subtree U’ of T’, which is an 
associated tree with the root X’ belonging to B: n B! 1 + 1, and with one of its leaves, Xi, 
belonging to Bi and another, Xi+ r, belonging to B:+ 1. Since G’ is nonerasing, Xi and 
Xi+ i are consecutive leaves of U’. Let Tip, T/ and T/+ 1 be the subtrees of T’ 
determined, respectively, by X’, Xi and Xi + i (see Fig. 16). 
We shall denote by height,(x) the distance of x from the root of T. Assume that 
abs(heightr(ai+ i)-heightr(aJ) > 1 (i). If at least one of the k-graphs of T{ and T/+ 1 is 
empty, then one clearly has Gk [T’] = 8. Otherwise, as T/ and Ti; 1 are composed of 
associated trees which satisfies property (1) of Proposition 3.5, one has 
G,CTi’I = {(Pi,qi)>+ and Gk[Ti;~l = {(Pit,,qi+,)>‘, where I&l, 14il, IPi+ll and 
l qi+ 1 l are multiples of 3. Then, by the construction of T’ from T, it follows from (i), 
thatabs(lpi+il - ILfil) > 3.1nthiscase,asX:andX:+1 are leaves of an associated tree 
which satisfies property (2) of Proposition 3.5, one will have G,[Ti] = 8, and 
consequently Gk[T’] = 0. 
On the other hand, if all the leaves of T have the same height, it follows from the 
particular choice of the associated trees and from the recursive application of property 
(1) of Proposition 3.5 that Gk [ T’] = { 0, a)}+. 
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Thus, Lemma 4.3 holds, and as the case k = 2 is solved in [l], one can state the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 4.4. If L is the EOL-language generated by some expanding CF grammar G, 
there exists, for any k 2 3, a CF grammar G’ such that L = Lk_adj(G’). 
4.2. Relation between ETOL and Lk_adj, for k > 3 
Let ETOL,,, be the family of all the ETOL-languages generated by an expanding 
grammar. We will show that for all k 2 3, the family ETOL,,, is included in the family 
of the k-adjacent languages. 
One can state for the ETOL languages the analogue of Theorem 4.1. 
Proposition 4.5. If L is the ETOL-language generated by some expanding grammar G, 
thenfor all integers n > 2, there exists afinite language L,, and an n-expanding grammar 
G’ such that L = Lo u LETOL(G’). 
This result is easy to verify. 
Now, by Proposition 4.5, we can choose, without loss of generality, an ETOL- 
language L generated by a [k(k + 3)13-expanding grammar G. On the other hand, it is 
well known that any ETOL-language can be generated with only two tables (cf. 
[8,5]). Let us call these two tables P1 and Pz, respectively. Recall that, at any step of 
the derivation, one arbitrarily chooses one of the two tables, and one applies to each 
letter a production of this table. 
As in the EOL case, we first slightly modify the grammar G: we mark the 
nonterminals which label the rightmost, resp., the leftmost branch of the derivation 
trees in G. We thus obtain a “marked grammar” G with two tables pi and pz which 
cleary generate the same ETOL language L. 
To construct a grammar G’ in which k-adjacent derivations generate also the 
language L, we first operate on derivation trees: taking a derivation tree in the 
grammar G, we build a new tree T’ as shown in Fig. 17. Here U, E Hk(O,O) 
U, E Hk(O, 1) (resp. Hk(O, 2)) iff (yg --* yf y, . . . yI) E p1 (resp. &), U E Hk(k - 1,1) (resp. 
Hk(k - 2,2)) iff (u+ vlv2 . ..v.) E pi (resp. p2), U,, E H1(k - 1,0) (resp. Hk(k - 2,0)) iff 
( zd + z1 z2.. . zp) E PI (resp. E’,). 
We have supposed that G (and consequently G) is [k(k + 3)13-expanding in order 
to be able to associate with any production of G a tree of the required families (see 
Proposition 3.6). 
Let us design by the trees of type 1, the elements of Hk(O, l), H,(k - 1, l), 
Hk(k - l,O), and by the trees of type 2, the elements of H,(O, 2), Hk(k - 2,2), 
Hk(k - 2,O). It is intuitively clear that the trees of the same layer: U,, . . . . U, . . . . U, can 
fit together (in order to form k-adjacent expansions of T’) iff they are all of the same 
type. On the other hand, all the layers must be full, as in the EOL case. 
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So T’ has a k-adjacent generation iff all the layers of trees belonging to some 
families H,(h, h’) are full layers and all the trees of the same layer are of the same type; 
that is iff all the leaves of T have the same height and all the nodes having the same 
height are expanded according to the same table; in other words, T corresponds to an 
ETOL-derivation. 
Now, let us give the precise construction: let G be a [k(k + 3)13-expanding CF 
grammar with two tables of productions: PI and P2. Let G be the “marked grammar” 
associated with G, p1 (resp. p2) be the set of all the productions of G deduced from the 
productions of PI (resp. Pz). 
It is clear that LETOL(G) = LETOL(G). 
Lemma 4.6. Let G = (Z, A, S, Pr u P2) be a CF grammar which is [k(k + 3)13-ex- 
panding such thatfor all (X + u) in PI v P2, either u E A f or u E (C\A)+. Let G be the 
marked grammar associated with G. Then there exists a CF grammar G’ such that one 
has 
4.2.1. Construction of the grammar G’ from G 
In the following, the capital letters denote nonterminals, and the small letters 
terminal letters. 
For any production S --* Ai AZ.. . A’, (resp. S + a, az . . . a,,,) of G, we choose a tree in 
Hk(O,O) with m leaves (it is possible because m 2 [k(k + 3)13), label the root by S, the 
leaves by A: AZ, . . . . A’,, (resp. by aI, a2, . . . , a,,,) and the intermediate nodes by specific 
new nonterminals. 
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For any production A -+ Al AZ.. . A,,, or A + al a,. . . a,,, in Pr (resp. in P2), we choose 
a tree in Hk(k - 1,l) (resp. in H,Jk - 2,2)) with m leaves, and proceed as above, 
introducing at each time specific new nonterminals. 
In the same way, for each production A’ --+ Ai Ax.. . A, or A’ + a, u2.. . a, in PI 
(resp. in P2), we choose a tree in H,(O, 1) (resp. in Hk(0,2)), and for each 
production A’ -+ Al AZ.. . Ah (or A’ + aI a2 . ..a.) in PI (resp. in Pz), we choose a 
tree in Hk(k - 1,0) (resp. in Hk(k - 2,O)) to form the corresponding associated 
trees. 
Now, put G’ = (C v C’, A,S, P’), where Z’ is the set of all the new non- 
terminals introduced to label the intermediate nodes of the associated trees, and P 
consists of all the terminal productions of p and all the new productions 
x+x1x*... X, such that X labels a node of some associated tree and X1, X2, . . . , X, 
label its sons. 
4.2.2. Schema of the proof of L,,,,(G) = Lk_adj(G’) 
The way to deduce T’ from T, or T from T’, is the same as in the EOL case (see 
Section 4.1) and for the same reasons, if there exist two leaves of T which do 
not have the same height, then one has G,[T’] = 0. 
Now, assume that all the leaves of T have the same height. Let ai and ai+i be two 
consecutive letters of w. They determine two branches of T: Bi and Bi+1 and two 
branches of T’: B: and BI+ 1. Let x be the highest node of T which belongs to 
Bi n Bi+l. Let .Yl,Yz, . ..Y y, be the descendants of x on Bi, and z1,z2, . . . . z, be 
the descendants of x on Bi+ 1, such that for each j, 1 < j 6 n, heightr(yj) = 
height,(zj) = height&c) + j. In T’, let X’,Xi,Xi+i and T,&, T/, T,‘+1 be as in the 
EOL-case (see the schema of the proof of Lemma 4.3). 
Assume that for some j, 1 < j < n, yj is expanded by a production of PI and Zj by 
a production of P2, or conversely, this means that T does not represent a proper 
ETOL-generation. Then, if the k-graphs of T/ and T/+ 1 are not empty (otherwise, it is 
clear that Gk[T’] = f$), one has Gk[T:] = ((pi,tji))+ and Gk[Ti;l] = ((pi+19 
4i+l)}+, with qi(3j) = qi(3j + 1) = qi(3j + 2) = 1, and pi+r(3j) = pi+l(3j + 1) = 
pi+ 1 (3j + 2) = k - 2 (because the associated tree belongs to Hk(k - a, a) iff the corres- 
ponding production is in P,, a = 1,2). In this case, pi+ r and 4i are not k-complement- 
ary and, consequently, one has G,[T&] = 8 (see property (2) of Proposition 3.5); 
hence Gk [ T’] = 0. 
On the other hand, let Ui and ai+ 1 be two consecutive letters of w; let y, , y,, . . . , y, 
and z1,z2, . . . , z, be as above (see Fig. 18). If for all j, 1 < j < n, yj and Zj are expanded 
by a production of the same table, say P, (a E { 1,2}), then one has, with the same 
notations as above: qi(3j) = qi(3j + 1) = qj(3j + 2) = a, and pi+r(3j) = pi+l(3j + 1) 
= pi+l(3j + 2) = k - a. SO pi+1 = Ck(~i). 
Thus, by induction on the integer: h(T)-height,(x) (x being, as above, the father of 
y, and z1 in T) and by the recursive application of property (1) of Proposition 3.5, one -- 
finally obtains Gk[T’] = {(O,O)}+. 
Thus, Lemma 4.6 holds, and one has the following theorem: 
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Theorem 4.1. Let k be an integer, k > 3. Let L be the ETOL-language generated by an 
expanding CF grammar G. Then there exists a CF grammar G’ such that one has 
L = L,,,j(G'). 
Corollary 4.8. EOL 5 9k_adj, for any k 2 3. 
But one also has: 
Theorem 4.9. Z’k_adj $ ETOL, for any k 2 3. 
Let c be an integer such that 2’ > [k(k + 3)13, and let us consider the following 
language: L = ((ba2”-I)“; n 2 [k(k + 3)13}. Let Y(n) = 2”’ - 1, for all n > 
[k(k + 3)13. Then one has lim,,, Y(n) = + co. 
Then, by [3] Theorem 2 one has L 4 ETOL. Let us prove now that there exists 
a [k(k + 3)13-expanding rammar G such that L = Lk_adj(G). 
The set V, = {S,s’,X,X’,X,,Xd, Y, Y,, A,& BS} will be included in the set of 
the nonterminals of G,S will be the start symbol and a and b will be the terminal 
letters. 
We first build a set of trees which we shall call “base-trees”. We gather the 
characteristics of these trees in Table 1. Each of them is built in a similar way as the 
“associated trees” in the Sections 4.1 and 4.2: we choose a tree in some H,(h, h’) with 
h and h’ in (0, 1, . . . . k - l}, we label the root and the leaves by letters of V,, and 
intermediate nodes of each of them are labelled by specific new nonterminals. 
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Table 1 
Family 
H,(h, h’) 
Number of 
leaves of the tree(s) 
Label of 
the root 
Sequence(s) of labels of the leaves 
(for each sequence and each 
number of leaves, we build a tree) 
Hd’> 0) 
4 (‘JO) 
ff.d’Ak - 1) 
H,U,k - 1) 
f?d,k - 1) 
HdL 0) 
HdL 0) 
K.@, k - 2) 
ff,(Z k - 2) 
WZ k - 2) 
fW,k - 1) 
a,n+ 1,...,2u-1 
a,a + 1, . ...2a - 1 
2’ 
2’ 
2’ 
2’ 
2’ 
2’ 
2’ 
2’ 
2’ 
s x,x...xs; X,X...XXd 
S x...xs’; X...XXd 
& B,A...A 
X XY... y; X’Y... Y 
Y Y... y; A,.. A 
Xd XY... YY, 
r, Y... YY,; A...A 
4 B,A...A 
B BA...A 
A A...A 
X’ BA...A 
Now, let G = (C, A, S, P), where C = VN u (a, b} u c’, and c’ is the set of all the 
nonterminals introduced to label the intermediate nodes of all the base-trees; 
A = {a,b}; P consists of the two terminal productions A + a,B + b, and all the 
productions of the type Z + Z1 Z2.. . Z,, where Z labels a node in some base-tree, and 
ZIZ2, ***, Z, labels its sons in this base-tree. 
Using the base-trees with roots S and S’, one can first build a derivation tree for any 
word X,X . ..XXI of length n 2 [k(k + 3)13. Let us call this tree U,. Then, for each i, 
1 < i < n, we tack on to the ith leaf of U,, a subtree Vi the leaves of which are labelled 
by the letters of the word ba ZN-1 For each i, 2 < i < n, the nonterminal X’ must occur . 
exactly one time on the leftmost branch of Ui before one reaches an occurrence of B; 
and because of the particular k-graph of the base-tree of root X’, the height of the 
occurence of X’ in Ui is equal to the minimal height of an occurrence of A in Ui _ 1. 
Consequently, the height of the occurrence of x’ in Vi increases with i. Thus, the 
height of U,, which must be the same as the height of all the other Uis (otherwise the 
k-graph of the whole tree would be empty) is a multiple of n. And a derivation tree in 
G has the form schematized in Fig. 19 (we only show the position of the base-trees 
composing the Uls). Then, it is clear that Lk_adj(G) = L. 
Thus, we can see the great generative power of the k-adjacent derivations, even with 
strong restrictions on the grammars. These restricted grammars have allowed us to 
discover new possibilities, which seem to be inherent to the k-adjacent derivations, 
with k 2 3. 
Namely, because of the capability of moving context from the left to the right, or the 
converse (AB -.adj #“‘II #“‘A), it will be possible to simulate the moves of a noneras- 
ing Turing machine. But it assumes that enough # symbols are interspersed. For 
example, there exist k 2 3, such that the following language: 
L = (al # 
2(“+*,r-laz #*~“+‘~~-l~~~a, #2(“+‘,<-la, #2’“+*‘c-la, 
. ..a. # Z’“C”r-l, a,az...a, E {a,b}*, 2n 2 c} 
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is k-adjacent (in the first part of the derivation, we generate an intermediate tree with 
leaves A1A2... A,, X0X.. . X, with n - 1 occurrences of X, and with either Ai = A or 
Ai = I3 according to ai; then we move the “A,-signals” to the right, until the AI-signal 
reaches X0). 
This is really much more than ETOL languages can do. 
4.3. Relation between Lk_adj and Lck+ l).adj, for k > 2 
We will now compare the generative power of k-adjacent and (k + 1)-adjacent 
derivations. The processes used to transform a k-adjacent derivation into a (k + l)- 
adjacent one, or to transform a (k + 1)-adjacent derivation into a k-adjacent one, will 
be quite similar. Let us consider, for example, the k -+ k + 1 transformation; we will 
use the same type of construction as in the last two paragraphs. Namely, taking 
a k-adjacent derivation tree T in a grammar G, we transform it into a (k + l)- 
adjacent derivation tree T’ in a new grammar G’ in the following way: one replaces 
all the subtrees of T formed by a node, say x, and its sons, by a subtree, say LJ,, 
belonging to a particular family H L + 1 (h,, I$). The problem is: how to choose h, and 
h:, for each x? 
For any k-adjacent expansion in the generation of T, as shown in Fig. 20, we 
shall say that “Xi occupies that ith place in the k-adjacent expansion”, for each i, 
ldi<k. 
Now, for some fixed k-adjacent generation of T (there exists at least one, by 
hypothesis) and for any internal node x(x # S) of T, there exists an i, 1 < i < k, such 
that x occupies the ith place in a k-adjacent expansion. Then, if i = 1, we shall choose 
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(h,, hi) = (0,l); if i = 2, we shall choose (h,, h!) = (k, 2); if i = 3, we shall choose 
V&K) = (k - 193); . ..if i = k - 1, we shall choose (h,, h!) = (3, k - 1); if i = k, we 
shall choose (h,, h:) = (2,O). Thus, intuitively, the couple (h,, h:) will code the place 
occupied by x in a k-adjacent expansion. This encoding is not unique, but if xi, 
1 < i < k is as in Fig. 20, and if (hi, hi) is the associated couple, it is important to have 
h1 = 0, h; = 0, and for any i, 1 < i < k - 1, hi + hi+l = k + 1; hence the subtrees 
LJ,,, LJXI> . .. . U,* tacked, respectively, onto xi, x2, . . . , xk in T’, can fit together, in order 
to form (k + 1)-adjacent expansions. 
The main difference with the situations of the last two paragraphs, is that for any 
production X+ Xix,... X, of G(X # S), we need to construct here k associated 
trees (instead of just one), having the same root and the same leaves but belonging, 
respectively, to the k families Hk + 1 (0, l), Hk + 1 (k, 2), . . . , Hk + 1 (2,O). So, for any deriva- 
tion (even not k-adjacent) in G, one can transform the corresponding derivation tree T, 
into a set %?= of new derivation trees in G’ (choosing each time arbitrarily among the 
k trees associated with the same production). And we shall prove by induction on the 
height of T that there exists in the set %r a tree T’ having a (weak-) (k + 1)-adjacent 
generation (obtained by choosing among the associated trees in the precise way 
explained in the preceding paragraph) iff T has a (weak-) k-adjacent generation. 
We shall need to code also the place occupied by a node x in a left- (resp. right-) 
expansion of type j, 1 < j < k - 1. A natural way to do this is to complete this type of 
expansions by k -j imaginary nodes (not belonging to T) on the left (resp. on the 
right) and then to code the place occupied by x in this imaginary k-adjacent expan- 
sion. One obtains thus the choice denoted as (ch-i), (ch-ii), (ch-iii) in the proof of the 
proposition 4.13. 
Our result holds for m(k)-expanding rammars, with m(k) = [(k + 1) (k + 4)13. It is 
still an open problem to find a lower bound for m(k), or to know if there exists an 
algorithm which, for any given expanding rammar G, , constructs an m(k)-expanding 
grammar G2 which generates the same k-adjacent language. 
Let k B 3 (the proof can easily be extended to the case k = 2). 
We need to introduce first the following definition. 
Definition 4.10. Let s be the function from W, x W, into W,,, x W,,, (W, as in 
Section l), defined in the following way: for any (#, d, in W, x W,, s(g, d, = (d”, d’) such 
that IS’/ = 3 IS/, Id’/ = 3 121 and one has 
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_ if J is not 0, then for all i, 1 < i 6 Igl, g’(3i - 2) = g’(3i - 1) = g’(3i) = g(i) + 1. 
- if dis not 0, then for all j, 1 < j < 121, d;(3j - 2) = d;(3j - 1) = d’(3j) = d(j) 
We shall denote J’ as si(g)), and d; as ~~(2); ~~(0) = Ti and s2(@ = 0. 
The functions s1 and s2 satisfy the properties below. 
Proposition 4.11. For i = 1,2, let Im(si) denote the set (Si(g), g E Wk). 
(1) Im(s,) = {a} u {(c~,~,,a~,a~,~~,c~ ..., a”,~l,,tl,), n 2 1 and for all i, 
l<i<n, l<cci<k-1) and Im(s*)=(~}~{(a~,cl~,cr~,a~,a,,~~ ,..., an,a,,,C(,,), 
n > 1 and for all i, 1 < i d n, 2 < tli < k). 
(2) Let 2 E Im(s& then ckil(d)) EIm(sl), and one has s;‘(c~+~@‘)) = c~(s;~(~‘)). 
Proof. The first part of the proposition is easy to verify. 
(2) Let 2 E Im(sz), then either 2 = 0 = sz(8), or 8 = (q, a c1 CI u a 1, 3 29 27 z,-*.r ct,,, 
cr,,ct,) and 2 = s2(L?) = (cQ,G~~, . . . . cr,). 
Let S’ = ck+r(z). Either a’ = ck+i(0) = 0 = s,(a), or 3 = (k + 1 - al, k + 1 - q, 
k + 1 - lxl, ._.,k + 1 - CL,, k + 1 - c1,, k + 1 - a,) = ((k - aI) + 1, (k - aI) + 1, 
(k - al) + 1, . . . . (k - CI,) + 1, (k - GI,) + 1, (k - CI,) + 1) and J’ = s1 (S), where 
s = <k - aI,k - u2, . . . . k - cr,). 
Thus, in all cases, one has a’ = ck+ ,(d’) = s,(+(d)), that is s; ‘(ck+ ,(d’)) = 
c& ‘(2)). 0 
Let us now define the grammar G as follows: 
Definition 4.12. Let G = (z:, A, S, P) be a [(k + 1) (k + 4)13-expanding CF grammar. 
We define the “extended grammar” G = (c, A, S, P) associated to G, as follows: 
c = C u (Z,, a E A), where 2 n (Zrr,a E A) = 8; let h:JY* + I* be the homo- 
morphism defined by h(X) = X for all X E C\A, and h(u) = Z, for all a E A, 
P={X-+h(u),(X+u)~P}u{Z,+a,a~A}. 
We can now state the following result. 
Proposition 4.13. Let G be a [(k + 1) (k + 4)13-expanding CF grammar and let G be the 
“extended grammar” associated with G. Then there exists a grammar G’ such that one 
has the following results: 
Let u belong to A*, and X be a nonterminal to E; let (S, 2) belong to W, x W,, (g’, d’) 
belong to W,, 1 x W,,, and (g’,d’) = s(g,d); 
(1) Zf X # S: u has a derivation from X in the grammar G, whose derivation tree 
U verifies {(g,d)}+ E Gk[U], iff or each (h, h’) in ((0, l), (k, 2), (k - 1,3), . . . . (3, k - I), 
(2,0)}, u has a derivation from X in the grammar G’, whose derivation tree U’ verifies 
Gk+ 1 [U’] = (((h, h, h)-g’, <h’, h’, h’)-d’)} +. 
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(2) rf X = S: u ha,v a derication ,jbm S in the grammar G, whose derioation tree 
U ver$es {(&d)]+ E Gk [U], iff u has a derivation $wm S in the grammar G’, whose 
derivation tree U’ verifies Gk+ 1 [U’] = { ($, 8)) +. 
Construction of G’from (I? For each production S + w of G, if m denotes the length of 
w, clearly m 2 [(k -+ 1) (k + 4)13, and by Proposition 3.6, we can choose a tree in 
Hkfl(O,O) with m leaves. We label the root by S, the leaves by the letters of w, and 
the intermediate nodes by specific new nonterminals (concerning the definition of 
HA+ 1(O: 0), see Definition 3.4). 
For each production X + w of G such that X # S, if m = 1 w 1 and WI # 1, we can 
choose {by Proposition 3.6) a tree with m leaves in each of the following families: 
&+,(O, 1X Hk+lCk,2), Hk+L(k - 1,31, .-.:&+1(3,k - l), Hkf1(2,0). Thus, we obtain 
k associated trees with the root labeled by X and the leaves by the letters of w’. We 
label the intermediate nodes of each of them by specific new nonterminals. 
Then put G’ = (s u 2“, d, S,P’), where 2” is the set of all the new nonterminal 
introduced to label the intermediate nodes of the associated trees, and P’ consists of all 
the productions 2, A u with a E A, and all the new productions Y + Y, Y, ._. Y, such 
that Y labels a node of some associated tree and Y, , Y2 I . . . . I’, label its sons. 
Proof of the part (1) of Proposition 4.13. Let X # S. 
(a) The proufof“onIy if” can be done by induction on the height of U. If the height 
of U is equal to 1, the result is obvious. Now, let n be the height of U, n Z 2, and 
assume that the result holds for any n < n. Let U, be the tree formed by the root X of 
U and its sons X, ,X2, . . . . X,. For each i, 1 < i 6 m, Xi determines a subword Ui of 
u to which one applies the recursion hypothesis. Then, for each i, 1 < i < m, one has to 
choose a couple (hi, hi) among the li possibilities given by the recursion hypothesis 
applied to Ui. This choice is made following the way of expansion of Xi in the 
(&&-generation of U from U,. 
(ch-i) Case OJU k-U&KM expansion: If Xi is the first node (from the left) (resp. the 
rth node, with 2 d r < k - 1; resp. the last node) expanded by a k-adjacent expansion, 
then we take (hi, hi) = (0, 1) (rcsp. (hi,hj) = (k + 2 - r, r); resp. (hi, 4) = (2,0)). 
(ch-iij Case of a right-expansion: If Xi is the first node (from the left) (rcsp. the rth 
node, with 2 < r 4 j, for some j < k) expanded hy a right-expansion of type j, then we 
take (hi, hf) = (Cl, 1) (resp. (h,,hf) = (k + 2 - r,~)). 
(ch-iii) Case ofa Zefi-expansion: If Xi is the first node from the right (resp. the rth 
node from the right, with 2 < r < j, for some j < k) expanded by a left-expansion of 
type j, then we take (A,, hjj = (2,O) (resp. (h,, hi} = (r + 1, k + 1 - r)]. 
For each i, 1 < i < m, (It,,&) being choosen as above, let U; be the corresponding 
tree given by the recursion hypothesis. For any (h, h’) in {{O, 11, (k, 2), 
(k - 1,319. . . , (3: k - 11, (2, Q$, we can choose the tree associated with the production 
x -+ x1x2... X,, which belongs to the family Hk+ l(h,h’). We denote it as VZ. To 
obtain the tree U’, we tack onto the ith leaf of Ub, the tree U:, for each i, 1 < i $ m. 
Let, for each i! 1 < i 9 m, (pi, 6) be the couple such that Gk+ 1 [Vi] = {(pi, &)}+. 
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case 1 case 2 case 3 
Fig. 21. 
Claim 1. For each i, 1 < i < m - 1, one has pi+, = Q(&). 
Proof. Three cases can occur (see Fig. 21); they depend on the way of expansion of Xi 
and Xi+1 in the generation of U, because it determines the couples (hi,h;) and 
(h+l,4+lJ 
Let US consider case 1: The generation of Ui is of type (1 -gi, di). Let t = di( l), 
t E {1,2, ...) k - l}. If t < k - 2, then the generation of Ui+i is of type 
Ci-Si+ I,+- di+ 1), and by the definition of the law 0 , as Gk[U] is not empty, the two 
sequences di and inSi + 1 necessarily have the same length, and are k-complementary 
except for the first component; thus, one has I&) = [gi+ 11 + 1, and & = ck(gi+ 1). If 
t = k - 1, then the generation of Vi+l is of type (lngi+l,&+l); and for the same 
reasons, one has ldil = ISi+ll + 1, and & = ck(gi+l). 
Now, according to (ch-i), (ch-ii) and (ch-iii) we choose (hi, hi) = (2,O) and either 
(hi+i,h;+l)=(k-t+l,t+l)ift<k_2,or(h. ,+l,h:+l) = (2,0) if t = k - 1. Then, 
one obtains, in U’, the situation shown in Fig. 22 
By the recursion hypothesis, one has Gk+i[U:] = {((2,2,2)-s,(gi), sz(&))}+; 
if t < k - 2, Gk+i[U:+1] = {((km t + lyk- t + lyk- t + l)-sl(gi+l),(t + 1, 
t+ 1~~+~)n~~(di+~))}‘~if~=k-l~G~+~C~~+~1={((2~2~2)“~~(~i+~)~~~(di+~))}‘. 
Let 4; = s&Q, and &+,=(k-t+l,k-t+l,k-t+l)-s,(&+,) 
(1 d t d k - 1). 
By the definition of s1 and s2 (see Definition 4.10) and by the relations between & 
and Si+ 1, one has 
l&l = 3 ldil = 3 (IBi+Il + l) = ISI(Si+I)l + 3 = lS+ll~ 
Moreover, for each CI, 1 < a < 3, one has C&(a) + pi+ 1(c1) = t + (k - t + 1) = k + 1, 
and for each j, 2<j$ Iail, and ~:~{3j-2,3j- 1,3j}, one has &(c()+&+i(a)= 
s2(di)(cI) + sl(gi+l) (a - 3) = di(j) + (Si+l(j - 1) + l) = (&(j - l) + Si+l(j - 1)) 
-t 1 = k + 1. So ij: and pi+ 1 are (k + 1)-complementary. 
We leave to the reader the cases 2 and 3, which are very similar. 0 
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vi E Hw(2,O) I/i+1 E Hk+i(k - t + 1, t + l), if t <= k - 2 
or Ki+i E Hk+r(2,0), if t = k - 1 
Fig. 22. 
Claim 2. p1 = s1 (J) and & = ~~(2). 
Proof. In the generation of U, either X1 is the first node from the left which is 
expanded by a k-adjacent expansion, or Xi is expanded by a left expansion of type j, 
for somej < k. In the first case, the generation of Ur is of type (Qr , 1 ^ d,) and S = al. 
In the second case, the generation of U1 is either of type (inSI, $^d,) if j > 1, or of 
type (l^g,,d;) ifj = 1; and one has S = j-g,. 
Now, according to (ch-i) and (ch-iii) we choose in the first case (hi, hi) = (0, l), 
and in the second case either (hiThi) = (j + 1, k -j + 1) ifj > 1, or (h,,hi) = (2,0) if 
j= 1. 
Then, one obtains, in U’, the situation as shown in Fig. 23 and by the recursion 
hypothesis, one has in the first case: Gk+i [Vi] = {si(gr), (l,l, l)h~2(~1))}+. In the 
second case: if j > 1, G+IW’II = ((0 + l,j + Lj + l)-s~(ih), <k -j + 1, 
k -j + 1, k -j + l)^s,(d;))}+; ifj = 1, G,+,[V;] = {((2,2,2)-sl(gl), So)}+. 
In the first case, one has jjl = sl(gl) = ~(9) (because S = Qi). In the second case 
(1 <j < k - l), one has pi = (j + 1, j + 1, j + l)-sl(gl) = sl(jnS1) = ~~(9). 
One verifies in the same way that &, = s,(d). 0 
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first case second case 
~EHk+l(j+l,~-j+l),ifj>l 
Of VI E Hk+r(2,0), if j = 1 
Fig. 23. 
Now, by Claim 1, and as V0 satisfies property (1) of the Proposition 3.5, one has 
Gk[U’] = {((h, h,h)“&, (h’, h’,h’)-&,,)}+. And then, by the Claim 2, one has 
Gk[U’] = {((h,h,h)-g’, (h’,h’,h’)^d’)}+, with (J’,d’) = s(g,d). 
This achieves the proof of “only if”. 
(b) Conversely, to prove the “if”-condition, we observe that the height of the 
derivation trees U’ in G’ is always of the form 3n + 1 (the construction of u’ is based 
on associated trees of height 3, plus the terminal productions of type 2, + a). The 
proof will be done by induction on n. If n = 1, the result is obvious. Let n >, 2, and 
assume that the result holds for any n’ < n. In u’, let X1, X,, . . . , X, be the leaves of 
the associated tree rooted in X. Then, we build a tree U, by tacking onto the node X, 
m sons: X1,X2, . . . . X,. 
For each i, 1 < i < m, Xi determines in U’ a subtree U;, the leaves of which form the 
subword ui of U. Let Vi be the associated tree rooted in Xi (in U’); one has K E 
Hk+l(hishf) for some (hi,h:) in ((0,1),@,2), . . . . (2,0)), and Gk+l[Ui] = 
{((hi,hi,hi)-g:, (h:,h:,h:)^&))+. But for any (other) couple (f;, f;:‘) in ((0, l), 
(k, 2), . . . , (2,0)}, one could replace Vi by an associated tree Wi choosen in Hk + 1 (fi, fi’). 
Thus, for any (A, fi’) in ((0, l), (k, 2), . . . , (2,0)}, there exists a derivation tree, say U;, of 
ai, such that Gk+l CW’I = {(<_h~ .fi, fi)-Si, <fi’, A’, .L’>-d:)}+. 
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Now, one can apply to Ui the recursion hypothesis. As U: is built of associated trees, 
it is clear that (&,&E Im(s) (see Proposition 4.11). Let (gi,di) = s-‘(&,d:_). By the 
recursion hypothesis, there exists a derivation tree Ui of Ui in the grammar G such that 
((Si, 4)) + E G,[Ui]. We build the tree U by tacking onto the ith leaf of U,,, the tree 
Vi, for each i, 1 d i < m. 
By hypothesis, GL+i[U’] = {((h,h,h)-g’, (h’,h’,h’)^d’)}+, for some (h,h’) in 
((0, l), (k, 2), . . . , (3, k - l), (2,0)>. Clearly, (#,d’) E Im(s). Then, let (a,d> be such that 
($,d;) = s(g,d). We want to show that (@,d) belongs to GJU,] 0 Gk[U,] 0 ... 0 
GSQnl. 
(N) For each i, 1 < i < m, we put (pi,qi) = (ai, l-ii) if (h,,h:) = (O,l); (pi,qi) = 
(1 -gi, di) if (hi, hi) = (2,O); and (pi, 4i) = (inSi, i^di) otherwise. 
We must now verify that the couples (pi, qi), 1 6 i 6 m, satisfy the conditions of 
Definition 2.2. This is not difficult, but somewhat lengthy, as we have to consider at 
each time several cases (see (a)). 
Condition (i) of Definition 2.2: We have 
(h;,h;,h;)-d:)}+, f 
Gk+ I[VI = {(<hijhi,hi)-&, 
or all i, 1 d i < m. As Gk[U’] is not empty, one necessarily has: 
(/?)I (hi+,,hi+l,hi+l)^gf+, = ~k+i((h:,h:,h;)“&) (with eventually hi or 
hi+ 1 equal to zero). 
For any ~7 E W,+ 1, with 1~71 = n, let us denote: p(4 + ) = (p(4), p(5), . ..,p(n)). 
(a) If hi # 0 and hi+ 1 # 0, one hase (see (cI)) qi = di = S; ’ (&), and p”i+ I = &+ I 
s~‘(~f+~)=s;‘(~~+~(d;i)).ByProposition4.11(2),onehass;‘(c,+,(~))=c,(s~~(d;i)); 
thus p”i+ 1 = ck(~i). 
(b) If hi = 0 and hi+ 1 = 0, one has (see (E)) qi = z = s; ‘(s(4 + )) (see Definition 
4.10), and pi+1 =gi+i =s;‘(&+l (4+)) = ~;‘(~,+1(4(4-*))) = ck(S;l(d;i(d+))) 
= Ck(q"i) (see Propostion 4.11(2)). 
(c) If hi = 0 and hi+ 1 #O, then one has_(see (ix)) p”i+l =gi+l =s;‘(&+~)= 
~;~(Ck+i(z (4+))) = Ck(si1(8i(4+))) = Ck(di) = Ck(qi) (see (/l?) and Proposition 
4.11(2)). 
(d) If hi # 0 and hi+ 1 = 0, then one has ~i+l =8i+l =s;‘(&+,(4-+))= 
s; ‘(C,+,(s)) = ck(S;l(z)) = Ck(di) = Ck(q"i) (see (8) and Proposition 4.11(2)). Thus, in 
all the cases, one has pi+ 1 = ck(&). 
Condition (ii) of Dejinition 2.2: Let Z be the set introduced in Definition 2.2; one has 
Z = {i, 1 < i d m, such that either (hi, hi) = (0,l) or (hi,h:) = (2,O)). 
Assume that (h,, hi) $ { (0, l), (2,0)}, then one has (h,, hi) = (k - j + 2, j), with 
2<j<k-1. 
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If h2 # 0, one necessarily has h2 = k + 1 - hi = k - j + 1, then if h2 # 2 
(j < k - l), one has h; = j + 1. 
If h3 # 0, one necessarily has h3 = k + 1 - h; = k - j, then if h3 # 2 (j < k - 2), 
one has hj = j + 2... etc. 
Let r = k + 1 -j, then one has r d k - 1, so r E {1,2, . . . . m}. If for all i, 
1 d i d r - 1, (hi, hi) $ ((0, l), (2,0)}, then by iteration, one obtains h, = (k - j + 2) - 
(Y - 1) = (k -j + 2) - (k -j) = 2; so hi = 0, and r E I. Thus, one has I # 8. 
We shall now give the detailed proof for the condition (iii)(b). The proof for the 
conditions (iii)(a) and (iii)(c) are very similar. 
Condition (iii)(b) of Definition 2.2. Let i and i’ be such that i E I, i’ E I, and 
for all j, i < j < i’; then one has j I$ I. We must show that either 4i = pi, = 0 and 
i’ = i + 1, or 
j=i’-1 
,Ti C4j(l) + Is,(l)1 = k @I- 
(a) Assume that 4i = 0. As we have chosen (&,gJ as a function of (hi,&) (see ((x)), 
this can happen only if hi = 0. And we have qi = di = s; i(&), so d;i = 0. We know that 
(hi, h;, h:)^d; = ck((h. *+1,hi+l,hi+1)“9;+1), SO one necessarily has hi+i = 0 and 
$+i = 0. Consequently, i + 1 EZ, thus i’ = i + 1, and pi, = &+i = s;‘(&+,) = 0. 
(b) Assume now that Qi # O. AS for all j $ I, one has pj(l) = 3 = 4j(l), the equality 
(b) is equivalent to 
4i(l) + (i’ - i - 1) + pi,(l) = k. (b’) 
Let Ni,i’ = Card{ j, i < j < i’}. One has Ni,i. = i’ - i - 1. Thus, the equality (b’) is 
equivalent to 
qi(l) + Ni,i, + pi*(l) = k. (b”) 
And U’ is as shown in Fig. 24. 
Let, for all j, 1 < j < m, 
p; = 
i 
(hi, hj, hj)^sI if hj # 0, (hi, hi, h>)^& if hi # 0, 
& otherwise, 
and qi = 
4 otherwise. 
Then, by hypothesis we have Gk+ I [U;] = {(&CT&)} +, and for all j, 1 < j < 
m - 1, &+ 1 = ck+ I(ij:). We Will now express the equality (b”) as a function of 4; 
and &. 
If hi = 1, one has (see (a)) 4i = l^di, and 41 = (l,l, l)^&; thus qi(l) = q;(l). 
If hi = 0, one has (see (u)) 4i = di = s;‘(z) (by definition), and 4: = 2; then 
q:(l) = $(l) (see Definition 4.10). 
If hi, = 2, one has (see (a)) pi, = l^Si,, and & = (2,2,2)-&; thus pi,(l) = g,(l) - 1. 
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vi E Hk+l(o, 1) 
Or vi E Hk+1(2S0) 
G E Hk+l(hjs h‘j) 
Fig. 24. 
vi, E &+l(% 0) 
or Vi, E Ht+l(Ot 1) 
If hi, = 0, one has (see (IX)) pi, = Sic = s;‘(&) (by definition), and j$ = &, then 
pi,(l) = &(l) - 1 (see Definition 4.10). So, the equality (b”) is equivalent o 
4:(l) + Ni,i, + (p:,(l) - 1) = k. (,,“) 
If i’ = i + 1, one has Ni,i, = 0 and j$ = c k+ I (4;); thus the equality (b”‘) is satisfied. 
Assume now that i’ > i + 1. We will show that Ni, it can be expressed as a function of 
hi + 1 (that is, pi+ I (1)) and hi, _ 1 (that is, & _ 1 (1)). 
Forallj,i~j~i’-l,onehash~+h~+~=k+l;thush~+~=k+l-h~.Onthe 
other hand, any couple (h, h’) in ((k, 2), (k - 1,3), . . . , (3, k - 1)) verifies h + h’ = k + 2, 
~0onehash~+r=k+2_hj+i = k + 2 - (k + 1 - hj) = hJ + 1. 
By iterations, one obtains h~._,=hf,_,+l=...=h:+,+(i’-i-2)= 
hi+1 + Nisi, - 1. 
SO 
Ni,i, = h:,_, - h;+, + 1 = h;,-, - (k + 2 - hi+l) + 1 
= hi+1 - k - 1 + hi,_, = j?:+,(l) - k - 1 + &i(l). 
Finally, the equality (b’“) is equivalent to 
4:(l) + &+r(l) - k - 1 + &-r(l) + &z(l) - 1 = k. 
And, as p:+r = c~+~(&) and & = c k + 1 (& _ 1 ), this equality is satisfied. 
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Condition (iii)(a) and (iii)(c) of Dejinition 2.2: If i and i’, respectively, denote the 
smallest and the greatest element of I, one can show in the same way, that the 
condition (iii)(a) is equivalent o 
g(l) = No,i + (p{(l) - l), (a”‘) 
and the condition (iii)(c) is equivalent o 
d(1) = q:,(l) + Ni,,,+l. (C”‘) 
But either i = 1 or No,i = h1 - k - 1 + hi-,. Similarly, either i’ = m or 
Ni,,,+i = hi,+1 - k - 1 + h,. So, in all the cases, one has 
(a”‘) o ~(1) = p;(l) - 1 and (c”‘) e d(1) = q;(l). 
And, as J = s;‘(g) = s;‘(@~) and d= s;‘(8) = ST’(&), these two equalities are 
satisfied (see Definition 4.10). So, (&d) belongs to Gk[U,] 0 G,[U,] 0 ... 0 Gk[U,]. 
Thus, part 1 of Proposition 4.13 holds. 
Proof of the part (2) of Proposition 4.13. Let X = S. If X1, X2, . . . , X, are either the 
sons of the root in U or in U’, the leaves of the associated tree rooted in S, then for 
each i, 1 < i < m, Xi determines a subword Ui of u, to which one applies the part 1 of 
the proposition. And the end of the proof follows the same method as the proof of the 
part 1. q 
Thus, Proposition 4.13 holds, and one has the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.14. Let k be an integer, k 3 2, and let L be the k-adjacent language 
generated by a [(k + 1) (k + 4)13-expanding CF grammar G. There exists a CF 
grammar G’ such that L = Lck+ l).adj (G’). 
Proof. Let G be a [(k + 1) (k + 4)13-expanding CF grammar such that L = Lk_adj(G). 
By Proposition 4.13, there exists a grammar G’ such that for all u in A*, one has. 
u has a derivation from S in the grammar G, whose derivation tree U verifies 
{(V))+ E Gk [ U], iff u has a derivation from S in the grammar G’, whose derivation 
tree U’ verifies Gk+ 1 [U’] = ((a, 8)) ‘. Th is means that u belongs to Lk_adj(G) iff 
u belongs to Lk + l_adj (G’). Thus Theorem 4.14 holds. 0 
The partial result agrees with the conjecture of Dahlhaus and Gaifman [l] that 
L k_adj is included in L(k + l).adj. 
But we have also some result in the converse direction of inclusion. 
The principle will be the same as in the proof of Theorem 4.14, which permits to 
transform k-adjacent derivations into (k + 1)-adjacent ones. 
But, for the k + k + 1 transformation, we could easily find k families 
&+i(hi,h;), . . . . Hk+ l(hk, h;), such that h, = 0, h; = 0, and for any i, 1 d i d k - 1, 
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Fig. 25. 
hi + hi+1 = k + 1 (we had chosen (h,, h;) = (0, l), (h,,h;) = (k,2), . . . . (hk_ ,,h;_ 1) 
= (3, k - 1) and (hk, hi) = (2,O)). 
For the k + 1 + k transformation, we cannot find k + 1 families Hk(hi, hi), 
1 < i < k + 1, such that any element of the ith one can “fit together” with any element 
of the (i + 1)th one. So we first build two new families Hi and HL, and then we use 
H,(O, l), HAk - 1,2), . . . > H,(3,k - l), H;,H% and H,(l,O). 
Each of these k + 1 families will be an encoding for a position in a (k + 1)-adjacent 
expansion, in the same way as the k families used in the k -+ k + 1 transformation 
coded a position in a k-adjacent expansion (see the introduction of Section 4.3). Then 
the process is similar to that of the proof of Theorem 4.14; we just need a slight 
modification of the technical definitions. 
In the rest of this section, k will be an integer at least equal to 3. 
Let us now introduce the new families of trees, H; and HL. We shall use the same 
kind of construction as for the families Hk(h, h’) introduced in Definition 3.4. 
Definition 4.15. Hk (resp. HL) is the family of all the trees Tconstructed in three steps 
as follows (see Fig. 25): 
Step 1: Let To belong to Fk (2, k - 1) (resp. to F,(l, k - 1)). (for the definition of 
F,(h, h’), see Definition 3.1). Let m be the number of leaves of TO. 
Step 2: Let T’ = T,(T,,T,,..., T,) where, for all i, 2 < i < m - 1, q E F,(l, k - l), 
and (T,,T,)eF,(2,k- l)xF,(l,k-2), (resp. (T,,T,)cz&(2,k- l)xF,(l,k- 1)). 
Let n be number of leaves of T’. 
Step 3: Let T = T’ (T;, T;, . . . . TJ with, for all j, 2 < j d n - 1, T; E Fk(l, k - l), 
and(T;,TJEF,(2,k- l)xF,(l,k- l),(resp.(T;,T,‘)~F,&k-l)xF,(l,k- 1)). 
The trees of H6 and Ht have properties which are similar to those of the elements of 
any H,(h, h’). So, the following proposition is the analogue of the Proposition 3.5. 
Proposition 4.16. Let T belong to Hi (resp. Hi) and m be the number of leaves of T. 
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(1) For any sequence of k-graphs of the following form: G1 = {(SI, d;)) +, . .., 
G, = {(&,&))+, such thatfor all i, 1 d i 6 m - 1, \#i+ll = l&I, one has 
1 
{(<2,2,2Y-%, <k - 1,k - 2,k - Y&,,)}+, 
~CGI,G~,...,GJ = 
[resp. (((1,2,1)n~I, (k - 1,k - 1,k - 1)-d,)}+], 
if for all i, 1 < WI - 1, Si+ 1 = C,(di), 
0, otherwise. 
(2) For any sequence of k-graphs of the following form: G1 =_{(jI, d;)}+, . . ., 
G, = {hLd;,)>+, such thatfor some i, 1 < id m - 1, abs((&+,l - Idil) > 3 (abs(...) 
denotes the absolute value), one has TIGI, Gz, . . . . G,] = 0. 
This is derived from the properties of the families F,(h,h’) (cf. Definition 3.1) and 
from the construction of the elements of If; and HE. 
Proposition 4.17. For any m > [k(k + 3)13, there exists a tree in Hi (resp. in HL) having 
m leaves. 
This is a direct consequence of the three steps in the construction of the elements of 
H” and H; and from the fact that for any m 3 k(k + 3), there exists a tree with m leaves 
in any F,(h, h’), with h, h’ in (0, 1, . . . . k - 1)) (see Proposition 3.3). 
Let us now introduce a technical definition which is the analogue of Definition 4.10 
for the proof of Theorem 4.14. 
Definition 4.18. Let t be the function from W k+l x W,,, into W, x W, defined as 
follows: for any (8, d, in W,, 1 x W,, 1 ,t(&d) = (#,d) such that 10’1 = 3 ISl, Id’1 = - 
3 IdI and one has 
- for any i, 1 < i d 1 ijl (when Cj # o), if g(i) # 2, we put g’(3i - 2) = g’(3i - 1) = 
g’(3i) = g(i) - 1, and if g(i) = 2, we put (g’(3i - 2), J’(3i - l), g’(3i)) = (1,2,1). 
- for any j, 1 <j d Ial (when d# 0), if j(j)+ {k - 1, k}, we put d’(3j - 2) = 
d’(3j - 1) = d’(3j) = d(j); if i(j) = k - 1, we put (d’(3j - 2), d’(3j - l), d’(3j)) = 
(k - 1, k - 2, k - l), and if d(j) = k, we put d;(3j - 2) = d’(3j - 1) = d;(3j) = k - 1. 
Proposition 4.19. Let G be a [k(k + 3)13-expanding CF grammar and let (? be the 
“extended grammar” associated with G (see Dejinition 4.12). There exists a grammar G 
such that the following holds: 
Let u belong to A* and X be a nonterminal of C; let (9, d, belong to W, + 1 x W, + I ; let 
(J’,d;) belong to W,x W,, and (#,d) = t(g,d); 
(1) Zf X # S: u has a derivation from X in the grammar G, the derivation tree U 
of which verifies {(&d))’ c GL+l[U] iff for each (h,h’) in {(O,l), (k - 1,2), 
(k-2,3),..., (3,k - 2)) u {(l,O)} (resp. f or each (<hl,h2,h3), <h;,h;,h;)) in 
(((2,2,2), (k - 1, k - 2,k - l)), ((1,2, l), (k - 1,k - 1, k - l))}], u has a derivation 
from X in the grammar G’ the derivation tree u’ of which verijies Gk[U’] = 
{((h,h,h)-g’, (h’,h’,h’)^Zi’)}+ (resp. Gk[U’] = {((hI,hZ,h3)hg’, (h;,h;,h;)^d’))+. 
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(2) If X = S: u has a derivation from S in the grammar G, the derivation tree U of 
which verifies {(g,d)}’ c Gk+l[U], ‘ff h z u as a derivation from S in the grammar G’, the 
derivation tree u’ of which verifies Gk[ U’] = {(g’, d’)} +. 
Construction of G’from C? G’ is constructed from the grammar G, in the same way 
as in the proof of Proposition 4.13. The only difference is that for each production 
X --) w of G such that X # S, if ) w 1 = m 2 1, one chooses an associated tree in each of 
the following families: Hk(O, l), H,Jk - 1,2), . . ., H,(3, k - 2), H;, HL, H,(l, 0). 
Then the proof of Proposition 4.19 is similar to the proof of Proposition 4.13. 
We can now state the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.20. Let k be an integer, k 2 3 and let L be the (k + 1)-adjacent language 
generated by a [k(k + 3)13-expanding CF grammar G. Then there exists a context-free 
grammar G’ such that L = Lk_adj(G’). 
Proof. Let G be a [k(k + 3)13-expanding rammar such that L = Lck+l)_adj(G)_ By 
Proposition 4.19, there exists a context-free grammar G’ such that for all u in A*, one 
has that u has a derivation from S in the grammar G, whose derivation tree U verifies 
((60))) E G~+IWI, ‘fl h 1 u as a derivation from S in the grammar G’, whose derivation -- 
tree u’ verifies Gk[U’] = {(O,O)} +. This means that u belongs to Ltk+ l)_adj(G) iff 
u belongs to Lk_adj(G’). Thus, Theorem 4.20 holds. 0 
But, we conjecture that there exist k-adjacent languages, with k 2 3, which do not 
belong to the family of 2-adjacent languages generated by nonerasing grammars. 
Let c be an integer such that 2’ B [k(k + 3)13, and let L = (a2k3m; n > 1, m 2 O}. 
L is clearly an ETOL language, which can be generated by a [k(k + 3)13-expanding 
grammar with two tables. So, by Theorem 4.7 there exists, for all k 2 3, a CF grammar 
G’, such that L = Lk_adj(GI). 
If G’ is constructed as in Section 4.2, then every derivation tree in G’ is built with 
associated trees which belong either to H,(O, 1) u Hk(k - 1,l) u H,Jk - LO), or to 
Hk(O, 2) u H,Jk - 2,2) u H,Jk - 2,0), each of these two sets being associated with 
a table of the tabled grammar generating the ETOL language L. We think it will not 
be possible to simulate this in 2-adjacent derivations. Intuitively, it seems that for all 
G which verifies L c Lz.adj(G), it will be possible to find some word w of the form 
a2”(2”+3’K), which does not belong to L, such that w belongs to LZ_adj(G). Thus, we 
conjecture that L +! LZ_adj. 
5. Properties of closure of the family of k-adjacent languages for k 3 2. 
Proposition 5.1. Let k be an integer greater than 2. Then 
(1) Lk_adj is closed under $nite union. 
(2) The family of the k-adjacent languages generated by nonerasing CF grammars is 
closed under the following operations: (a) $nite union, (b) concatenation and (c) *. 
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Proof. Let k be an integer, k 2 2. Let G1 = (Cl,Al,S1,P1) and G2 = (Cz,Az, 
S,,P,) be CF grammars. We assume that (Z’,\A,) n (C,\A,) = 0. Let L1 = 
bc-adj(G1) and Lz = &-adj(G2)* 
(1) Let G = (C, u C2 u {S}, Al u AZ,& P) where P is the following set: 
P=P1uP2u{S +u:(S1-bu)~P1 or(S,+u)EP2). 
Then one has L1 u Lz = Lk_adj(G). 
(2) We assume now that G1 and G2 are nonerasing and that Si never occurs in the 
right side of any production of Pi, i = 1,2. 
(a) is similar to (1). 
(b) Let G = (C, Al u AZ, S, P) where C is defined as follows: C = C1 u C2 u {S) 
u {x’:X E (C,\Al) u @,\A,), X # S1,S2), and P consists of the following produc- 
tions: 
(i) S + a1 X*, , for any production (S, + aIX1) in PI where al is a word and X1 is 
a nonterminal. 
(ii) S -+ c(~c~~cL~, for any production (S, -+ aI al) in PI, where a1 is a word, al is 
a terminal etter, and for any word a2 such that (S, + CQ) E P2. (Thus, the terminal etter 
aI will prevent any k-adjacent expansion of letters of aI together with letters of CQ). 
(iii) X’+ ~1~x1 and X + CI~X~, for any production (X--f alX1) in P,, where a1 is 
a word and X1 is a nonterminal. (This way, the rightmost letter of the derived word 
keeps being marked, as long as it is a nonterminal). 
(iv) X--f alal and X’+ alala,, for any production (X+ alal) in PI, 
where a1 is a word and a, is a terminal letter, and for any word a2 such that 
(S2 -+ 4 E P2. 
Then, we have L1. L, = Lk_adj(G). 
(c) Let G = (C, A, S, P) be a nonerasing CF grammar, such that S never occurs in 
the right side of any production. 
We can suppose, without loss of generality, that in any production S -+ x1x2.. .x, of 
G, x, is a nonterminal. (otherwise, as m must be greater than k, we can replace it by the 
productions: S+X1X2...Xk; X1+xl;...;Xk_l+xk_l; Xk+xk...x,; where the 
X,‘s are new nonterminal etters). 
Let G’ = (Cl, A, s’, P’), where C’ = C u {X’:X E C\A, X # S} and P’ consists of 
the following productions: 
(i) S + A (the empty word). 
(ii) S -+ ax’, for any production (S + ax) of G, where a is a word and, by 
hypothesis, X is nonterminal. 
(iii) X’ + aY’ and X + aY, for any production (X + aY) of G, where a is a word 
and Y is a nonterminal. 
(iv) X + au, Xr + au and X’ -+ aup Y’, for any production (X + au) of G, where a is 
a word and a is a terminal etter, and for any word /3 and any nonterminal Y such that 
(S+/?Y) is in G. 
Then we have L* = Lk_adj(G’). 
Let us now consider the operation t defined as follows. 
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Definition 5.2. L1 r L2 = (weal w1 . ..a.w,:aIa2...a, E L1 and Wi E L2, for any i>. 
Then we have the following result, as in the case of 2-adjacent languages (see Cl]). 
Proposition 5.3. Let L1 and L, be the k-adjacent languages generated by the nonerasing 
CF grammars G1 and G2, and assume that G2 has the following property: if T is -- 
a derivation tree in G2, then either G,[T] = 8, or G,[T] = ((O,O)>‘. Then L, r L, is 
a k-adjacent language. 
Proof. The proof is the same as in the case of two adjacent languages: if T is the 
derivation tree of the word al u2.. . a, of L1, one adds to the right of the ith leaf of T, 
a sequence of brothers forming the word Ui such that S2 *cl ui =$,,k Wi. And one adds 
to the left of the sons of the root, a sequence of brothers forming the word u. such that 
s2 *Gz uo =&k wo* 
If z is the derivation tree of Wi in G2, for any i, 0 < i < n, one has by hypothesis 
GkCTl = (KW}+. 
Therefore, the above modifications of T do not change the k-graph: the tree 
obtained this way has a k-adjacent generation. Thus, L1 r L2 is a k-adjacent language. 
Example. We will apply this result to the following languages: 
L1 = {u2”, n > l} and L, = {b4m, m > 11. 
- L, is an EOL-language generated by an expanding grammar. So, it follows from 
Theorem 4.4 that Li is a k-adjacent language. 
- L2 can be generated by the grammar G2 with the following productions: 
S2-‘b4jforanyj,1<j<k-1; 
S2-+ bbA1A2...Akbb; 
AI -, bb/bbAI; 
Ak + bb/A,bb; 
Ai + bbbb/Ai for any i, 2 < i < k - 1. 
It is obvious that L2 = L~_adj(G2) and that G2 verifies the hypothesis of Proposition 
5.3 concerning the k-graphs of the derivation trees. 
Thus, it follows from Proposition 5.3 that 
L, t L2 = {b4koab4kla . ..b4k~-~ab4k~.n=2m,m~1,andki~1foranyi,0<i<n} 
is a k-adjacent language. 
On the other hand, it is well known (see [S], [2] or [S]) that L1 t L2 4 EOL. 
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6 Open problems concerning the k-adjacent languages 
(1) We have proven that if G has the productions of size greater than 
m(k) = [(k + 1) (k + 4)13, then the language Lk_adj(G) is (k + 1)-adjacent. 
(a) find a function m’(k) as above which is minimal: is m’(k) >, 2, for any k? 
(b) find, for any expanding CF grammar, another one having productions larger 
than m(k) and generating the same k-adjacent language except, maybe, finitely 
many words; does there exist an algorithm for solving this question? 
(2) Does the following 3-adjacent language: L = {a2”c3mc; n 2 1, m 2 l} with c inte- 
ger such that 3’ 2 2’ > [k(k + 3)13, belong, or not belong, to L,_,,j? 
(3) For a given k, how to characterize the languages which are not k-adjacent? Does 
there exist a kind of “pumping lemma” for the k-adjacent languages? 
(4) The following question stated by Dahlhaus and Gaifman [l] is still an open 
problem: are there any inclusions between EOL and some classes of k-adjacent 
languages (generated by grammars which are not necessarily expanding and even not 
A-free.) 
(5) Is the family of ETOL languages included in the family Lk_adj, for some k 2 3? 
(for any k > 3, one has ETOL,,, c Lk_adj, cf. Theorem 4.7). 
(6) It was proved in [4] that k-adjacent rewriting is in NP. On the other hand, it 
was proven in [l l] that some ETOL language is NP-complete; but this language has 
some productions of size one, so it is not known if it is a k-adjacent language. Thus, the 
conjecture of Dahlhaus and Gaifman that there exist some k-adjacent languages 
which are NP-complete, remains an open problem. 
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